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ABSTRACT

Gravestones occupying the Presbyterian portion of Dunedin's Southern cemetery were

interpreted within their archaeological context as the outcome of the influence of both

social relations between the living and relations between the living and the dead in

Dunedin's history. Two hundred and nine gravestones erected between 1858 and 1959

were recorded, their attributes analysed and associations between these attributes and

value of family burial plots offered. The cemetery is seen as partaking in the ideology

of Social Darwinism in the late 19th century while the visual reduction in social

stratification which takes place in the cemetery in the early 20th century reinforced the

egalitarian ethos espoused by the Liberal government and the community at this time.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The gravestones that construct the cultural landscape of the historic period cemetery act

as a medium of communication. In the cemetery values and beliefs of societies of the

past are articulated through the monuments that are left behind. The gravestones speak

to a community of the living who create, sustain and preserve the dialogue and who

may use gravestones as a means to condition and even control social action. It is

through knowledge and interpretation of the historical context in which gravestones are

erected that enables the archaeologist to elucidate their participation in a number of

social fields.

Archaeological analysis of mortuary practices developed largely within the study of

prehistoric societies. In consideration of prehistory, the primary goal of mortuary

analysis is to infer the social organisation of a society from the spatial patteming of

burial remains and associated material culture (eg. Binford, 1971; Saxe, 1971). The

essential premise is that individuals in society have their own social identity; if a

person's status is high, they will have several distinct identities such as mother, father,

specialist or leader, the sum of which provides the individual's social persona. Status

in life is seen as part of an individual's treatment at death and these treatments reflect the

complexity of the society. For example a simply organised society may recognise only

sex and age distinctions while a more complex social organisation may include other

aspects of the social persona of the deceased such as social rank, social affiliation or

cause of death (Binford, 1971: 18-20).

In historical archaeology, mortuary analysis has differed in two key ways. Knowledge

of social organisation In an historic context is readily retrievable from documentary

sources. Studies of historic period gravestones have instead attempted to formulate

questions about society and death that require the use of both archaeological data and

documentary sources to inform each other in such a way as to arrive at conclusions that

neither set alone could produce (Deetz, 1988:363). Historic cemetery studies have also

placed much greater emphasis on material culture and acknowledgment of the artefact as

a significant cultural message carrier. This belief has long been held by lames Deetz, a

pioneer of historic gravestone studies, who saw culture as made up of shared meanings

and symbols that could be formed and transmitted by material culture (see Deetz,

1977). His views foreshadowed the emphases on the recovery of meaning from

artefacts that dominate more recent discussions of archaeological theory and

methodology.
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In contemporary debate over the interpretation of material culture, a departure has been

urged from the functionalist, positivist view that characterised the 'New' or Processual

archaeology which sought to frame human behaviour and culture in generalised laws.

Many current theorists see material culture as an active agent that affects both culture

and behaviour (McGuire, 1992: 100). For material culture to be active, its meaning

must be actively created and could be attributed to an item in relation to the interests and

social strategies of individuals or groups (Shanks and Tilley, 1987:211). Such

interests, it is proposed, can also influence the meaning attributed to an artefact by an

archaeologist when interpreting the past. Thus, historical context and the context of

power relations both affect the creation of material culture and how it is interpreted in

the present. It is stressed that archaeologists need to be actively aware of their own

historical and cultural context and that their interpretation of the past is only one where

many may justifiably exist (see Hodder, 1986; Shanks and Tilley, 1987; Engelstad,

1991).

It has been noted that historical archaeology, with its inherent depth of contextual

information, is in a better position to investigate thoroughly the meanings, symbols,

cognition and power relations which form material culture (Shackel and Little, 1992:7).

Recognition of these factors has long influenced gravestone studies. In studying and

interpreting gravestones of 17th and 18th century New England in the 1960'sand 70' s,

Deetz and his colleague Edwin Dethlefsen explored the use of symbols in social

interaction and the use of style to define groups and maintain boundaries. These ideas

were developed further in the following decades as relations of power in the cemetery

were more closely examined by locating gravestones within the realm of ideology

(Dethlefsen, 1981; Pearson, 1982; McGuire, 1988).

In the present study Presbyterian gravestones occupying a cemetery in Dunedin, New

Zealand are analysed. An attempt is made to understand their substantive and

functional roles as well as their ideological role by situating the data in its

"archaeological, historical, institutional and behavioural contexts" (Beaudry, Cook and

Mrozowski, 1991: 152-153). The present study works from the understanding that

meaning and context are not fixed in time and unchanging, and an attempt is made to

narrate a story of change in the history of a community as told by the gravestones.

While this communication is not simple or direct, statements concerning death, family

and social stratification in the cemetery lie at the core of this discourse, a discourse

created in the minds of the living and altered by their own experiences and context

(McGuire, 1988:474).
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Two formative period's in New Zealand social relations were the 1890's and the

1930's where egalitarian policies aimed at social levelling were implemented. Griffen

(1986) has proposed that a reduction in visible social stratification and the strengthening

of an egalitarian ethos in behaviour and institutions took place. To evaluate this

working hypothesis, Griffen stressed the need for community studies which spanned at

least one of these two periods (1986: 122). The present study is such a community

study where a material representation of the community may illuminate components of

Griffen's hypothesis.

The interpretation of gravestones as artefacts has a long history in historical

archaeology. It is important to understand the intellectual development of this inquiry

so comparisons and contrasts can be drawn between gravestone change in different but

related contexts. These interpretations will be described in Chapter Two. Chapter

Three will introduce the reader to the changing historical context of Dunedin society and

particularly its presbyterian community and will suggest points of departure for further

discussion. Chapter Four describes the cemetery setting, the materials and the

methodology used in the present study while chapter Five presents the results of the

study in the form of tables, graphs and written descriptions. Chapter Six acts as a

discussion of these results. In Chapter Seven conclusions are drawn and the prospects

for future research are outlined.
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2. THE CEMETERY AS A LABORATORY

In this chapter a description is given of the theoretical development of the archaeological

approach to understanding the association between material change in the cemetery and

change in the history of a living community. A variety of examples are given where the

functional, symbolic and ideological roles of gravestones have been interpreted within a

diversity of contexts. Points of departure for the present study will be noted.

All artefacts possess three dimensions; a physical form, a location in space, and a date

of manufacture and use fixed in time. Much of archaeology involves the analysis of the

nature and causes of variation along these dimensions (Deetz and Dethlefsen, 1967:30).

In the cemetery there are precise controls over these dimensions in one type of artefact,

the gravestone, which has suggested an analogy can be made between the historic

period cemetery and a laboratory situation. A gravestone's spatial dimension is

constant, once erected in the cemetery it is only likely to change within the cemetery's

bounds. The dimension of time also is controlled as most gravestones are erected

shortly after the interment of an individual and are usually inscribed with the individuals

date of death. The producer of the gravestone is often known, either acknowledged on

the stone itself or identifiable with reference to spatial and temporal information, and

lastly the inscription marking a gravestone provides a further literary control, giving an

indication of a deceased individual's age, sex, status and religious values (Deetz and

Dethlefsen, 1967:30).

James Deetz and Edwin Dethlefsen worked extensively with the gravestones that

occupy New England cemeteries utilising these controls in a number of ways. In their

early studies it was apparent that change in gravestone design motifs demonstrated the

idea that cultural items have a period of growth in popularity which reaches a peak and

subsequently declines. This pattern of change, graphically represented by battleship

shaped curves was utilised in the relative dating technique, seriation. The tightly

controlled gravestone data allowed Deetz and Dethlefsen to test some assumptions

about this archaeological method. By studying a single design motif used to decorate

gravestones under the controls inherent in the data, Deetz and Dethlefsen (1965)

highlighted the importance of spatial location in seriation ordering.

Together, Dethlefsen and Deetz explored change in New England gravestones within

the social and religious context of the late 17th, 18th and early 19th centuries, and

explored how group values and boundaries were erected and maintained by the
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messages contained in gravestones. Change during this period was concentrated in the

form of the design motif that occupied the top space of the characteristic tabloid marker.

Three motifs were universally present across all New England cemeteries; the death's

head, the winged cherub and a motif depicting an urn and a willow tree. Where other

types existed they did not occur more frequently than these and had a more local

distribution. Comparison of the motifs life careers revealed that death's head motifs

were gradually replaced by winged cherubs which, in time, were superseded by the urn

and willow glyph.

Dethlefsen and Deetz (1966) demonstrated that in urban cemeteries the replacement of

the universally present death's head motif by the cherub in the late 17th century was

associated with the decline of orthodox puritanism, the new motif characteristic of the

more liberal views toward symbolism suitable in the new religious environment

spawned by the great awakening. Similarly the dissolution of puritanism is marked by

a popularity shift from the cherub to the less personalised urn and willow motif,

favoured by the developing Unitarian and Methodist movements. The epitaphs and

more formal inscriptions bore out these associations also. The shift away from the

death's head toward the cherub symbol, was accompanied by a change in epitaph

content from decay and mortality to resurrection and heavenly reward, while the urn

and willow motif accompanied the shift toward the gravestone as a memorial with

epitaphs emphasising sentiment combined with eulogy (Dethlefsen and Deetz,

1966:506).

The cherub design, Dethlefsen and Deetz suggest, was selected and introduced into

New England by a distinct social class and used initially to maintain group boundaries.

Its introduction was with the "cosmopolitan minority" who were aware of the cherub

design that had become popular in England, their homeland, seventy years previously.

The cherub design, present in small numbers in the Cambridge and Charleston

cemeteries, when every other cemetery was represented uniformly by the death's head

symbol, is associated with the burial places of high status individuals such as Harvard

graduates, college presidents, governors and their families or high church officials

(Dethlefsen and Deetz, 1966:507). The lack of such social stratification and the dearth

of enforcement of the new puritan values and ethics in New England's rural areas

meant that the cherub design was adopted later and at different rates in these districts

(Dethlefsen and Deetz, 1966:508).

Deetz and Dethlefsen (1971) explained the differences in the time and rate of change in

the adoption of the cherub design motif throughout New England as related to the

distance of a motif carver from the origin of the design, namely Boston. In the urban
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context they suggest carvers had the option of sculpting death's head's and cherubs and

merely carved more of which ever clients selected. In the country however different

rates of internal modification to the death's head motif took place as carvers adapted the

one type of motif they knew, the death's head, to a less grim statement of death. Deetz

and Dethlefsen argue that carvers in rural areas closer to the urban centres, from which

the cherub idea was diffusing, adapted their evolving death's head motif directly into

the winged cherub glyph. In more outlying areas, where the cherub idea arrived a lot

later, carvers had modified the death's head past a stage where it could be returned to its

initial form or directly modified into a cherub. In these areas they replaced their

transitory forms with cherubs (Deetz and Dethlefsen, 1971:33-34).

These studies make evident how the inherent controls over the spatial, temporal and

physical dimensions of the gravestone artefact allow important questions to be posed

and investigated within the context of social history. Ideas about diffusion, the use of

style to define groups and the need to create and maintain group boundaries helped

explain the rate and nature of change in gravestone style throughout New England.

Symbiotically, the change observed in the gravestones illuminated aspects of the social

relations among the living.

Within the premise that the cemetery is a limited reflection of the 'real' community, a

material expression of the community's systemic history, Dethlefsen (1981) undertook

to examine the more drastic changes that took place in the form of the American

gravestone after the 1830's proceeding in two ways. Firstly, a range of Florida

cemeteries representing different social communities were compared to assess

differences in the type and rate of change that took place in gravestone form, and

secondly, the attitudes and values of the 19th and 20th century American communities

expressed in the Florida cemeteries were synthesised.

In different community cemeteries, Dethlefsen (1981) observed clear distinctions in the

rate of change that took place in many aspects of the gravestone and noted differences

in the time period in which the greatest rate of this change took place. Hawthorn

cemetery, the most cosmopolitan of Dethlefsen's sample, had the fastest and most

hardy response to change, while the other cemeteries, more conservative, were slower

and less absolute in the intensity of change (Dethlefsen, 1981:149). These comparative

figures were used by Dethlefsen to develop a more comprehensive model of community

cultural dynamics in the cemetery through time.

Dethlefsen (1981) observed in Florida, as Dethlefsen and Jensen (1977) had in New

England, that at different times different values were represented in the cemetery. The
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form of the gravestone was at times uniform in shape and material suggesting

egalitarian values while in other intervals there was a great deal of sculptural superfluity

suggesting economic competitiveness and social differentiation. Burials were in some

periods placed in rows with no segregation of family groups, emphasising the

community above the family, while in others families were segregated by railings,

fences or walls, advancing the reverse. At other times again, gravestones came to

represent only spouses. In some decades there was no differentiation between

gravestones on the basis of age or sex while the male patriarch was memorialised by a

large monument or given an honoured position on the family monument in others.

Dethlefsen (1981) proposed sequential trends to these changes which he projected for

the entire United States.

Michael Parker Pearson (1982) and Randall McGuire (1988) reported similar trends in

the changes which took place in 19th and 20th century gravestones in England and

New York respectively. These authors explored, as Dethlefsen (1981) had, gravestone

change in relation to group values but attempted to assess the role played by

gravestones as communicators of power and dominance in social relations. Adopting

the position that power is central to the study of social systems, they saw social

relations among individuals or groups with common interests as relations of dominance

and influence, the structuring principles of which may be legitimated by ideology

(Pearson, 1982: 100).

Ideology need not refer to the "actual relations of power in a society but to an idealised

expression of those relations" (McGuire, 1988:436). For McGuire (1988:440) there

are two ways a dominant ideology can mystify the true nature of social relations; by

denying that inequality exists or by denying that inequality is a social product. The

study of gravestones can be a specific case in the study of how ideology legitimates the

social order as ideology is embodied not only in social groupings and behaviour, but

also in material culture which gives ideology its reality (McGuire, 1988:440).

The families of the dead raised monuments as deliberate expressions of their ideals

concerning death, class and family, intending to establish a dialogue between the dead

and the living. However, the dialogue, maintained by the living, may take on forms

and directions which may not have been intended by the deceased (McGuire,

1988:436). The construction of monuments gives the dead material expression and

recognition in the affairs of the living and hierarchies of power and inequality may be

naturalised and legitimated by reference to the past (Pearson, 1982: 101). McGuire

(1988) recognises however that not all change in the cemetery is explicable in terms of

ideology and power, regarding burial ritual as part of a larger structure of beliefs and
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symbols to which it must "maintain a minimal consistency". To understand ideology in

the cemetery it is necessary also to examine all aspects of culture concerned with death,

family and social status which are combined in an ideological discourse (McGuire,

1988 :440-441).

Pearson's (1982) analysis was of contemporary British mortuary practices, assessing

funerary information of 270 deceased individuals in the Cambridge area in 1977. As

regards the type of gravestone erected by different status classes, few differences were

noted, however, Pearson, like Dethlefsen (1981), observed that certain cemeteries and

graveyards were occupied by distinct populations (1982:104). On examination of

trends in British mortuary ritual in the 19th and 20th century, Pearson observed that

monuments appeared in the Victorian era as a variety of sculptural forms; urns on

pedestals, obelisks, broken columns as well as more traditional forms. After the first

world war the trend was toward the simple, plain and 'modem' gravestones that

occupy the cemetery today (Pearson, 1982:107).

It is suggested that in Victorian times a much greater percentage of personal income was

invested in the funeral and monument of a deceased individual. The funeral was a

conspicuous display of wealth consumption while the cemetery was an arena where the

gravestones of the dead were manipulated for purposes of status intensification. In

order not to be "outdone in respectability" even the poor spent "comparatively large

sums of money". In the 20th century competition in the funeral and cemetery declined

(Pearson, 1982: 109).

For Pearson the way in which class categories are represented and objectified in

material culture may be less pronounced in modem society, also religious beliefs and

attitudes to hygiene and medicine have altered the status of the dead as part of society.

Pearson suggests that unlike in the Victorian era, conspicuous wealth consumption may

no longer be used as a means of accomplishing social advertisement, the wealthy

preferring to define themselves by other means such as education or managerial control

(Pearson, 1982: 111).

McGuire (1988) developed and defined more explicitly the role of ideology in the

cemeteries of Broome County, New York, a settlement of white anglo-saxon

Protestants. The early 19th century gravestones in the county give an appearance of

equality among the dead. The certainty of death was clearly visible as burials were

within the churchyard, the centre of the community, family groups were unsegregated

in the burial land and there was a lack of differentiating features in styles of
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gravestones. McGuire describes this appearance as a mask for the real relations of

power that existed among the living (McGuire, 1988:458).

From the mid-19th century through to the first two decades of the twentieth century,

however, McGuire sees the status and social position of those buried in the cemetery as

clearly reflected in the stones that marked their graves. The competition of monuments

in size, shape and diversity gave material reality to the inequalities in the community.

McGuire associates the alteration in ideology with the expansion of capitalism and

industrialisation in mid-19th century America and its affiliate the doctrine of 'Social

Darwinism' which emphasised self achievement and that success was attainable by all.

Such a system of inequality denied social determinants of 'success' such as education

and was naturalised in the cemetery by material differences and by reference to the

success of individuals in what was at the time a very public environment (McGuire,

1988:459-460). For example, the male patriarch, seen as responsible for the family's

accomplishments, was primarily honoured on the family monument. Also, through the

separation of work and home, production from reproduction, women were cast in the

role of nurturing wives and mothers, providers of moral and material support creating a

'Cult of Domesticity' which is also communicated in the grave monuments at this time

through inscriptions (McGuire, 1988:463). McGuire concludes that a "direct

relationship between mortuary investment, expression, and wealth or power" existed

during this period (1988:451).

Between the world wars a decrease is noted in the investment and variety of mortuary

display as gravestones became more uniform in size. For McGuire (1988:452) the

former monetary disparities evident in burial prior to this period were either absent or

'muted' and that from the 1920's onward the cemeteries in Broome County did not

directly reflect the social stratification that existed in the region (1988:456). Labour

disputes, abuse of workers and the distinct segregation of the classes at the beginning

of the twentieth century promoted militancy among workers which threatened

capitalism and its structuring principles and a new dominant ideology was required

(McGuire, 1988:464). Its formation, he suggests, relied on the mass production of

goods, the promotion of the belief that the more recent past was a 'deviation' from the

democratic principles which founded the country and by advocating a return to these

egalitarian principles (McGuire, 1988:464).

The new ideology ensured that all were able to achieve some measure of success as

wages were increased and mass production inflated the potential for consumption of

products and goods. An ideology was created that "denied the patriarchy of the

husband and stressed the emotional bond between husband and wife" and this is
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represented and reinforced in the grave marker which became a memorial to spouses

(McGuire, 1988:465). The contrasts between the grave markers of the three time

periods that confront today's observer verify this modern ideology, the ostentatious

monuments of the Victorian era being seen as an aberration in history (McGuire,

1988:467).

The shift from the naturalisation of death to a denial of death that occurred in the late

19th century is linked to parallel shifts in the ideology of class and family from

naturalisation and mystification in the late 19th century to denial in the 20th century,

McGuire suggests. For McGuire (1988:473), the changes that took place in the

cemetery in response to and reflective of a denial of death are "consistent with the

changes that allow[ed] the denial of class and gender inequality".

Jacqui Craig (1993) was also interested in power relations in the cemetery, her work

representing the only known archaeological investigation into New Zealand

gravestones. Examining gender differences in gravestones in Dunedin's Northern

Cemetery, Craig noted that a greater number of words were used to describe deceased

males then deceased females and that the majority of adult women were described in

terms of their relation to a husband noting few changes in these standards through time.

The investigations conducted by Dethlefsen (1981), Pearson (1982) and McGuire

(1988) are particularly relevant to the present study, considering a contemporary time

period to the present analysis, the late 19th century and the 20th century, but in

different social contexts. The theoretical foundations on which their work rests may be

usefully employed to interpret gravestones in the present study, and to identify

similarities and differences between change in the material culture of cemeteries in

different but related contexts and in the social relations which are seen to influence

gravestone form. Aubrey Cannon (1989), however, believes it is necessary to

acknowledge the existence of cross cultural historical processes before determining

social and ideological meanings of mortuary practices in particular social and cultural

contexts (1989:447).

For Cannon it is the dynamics of social competition and display effectiveness that

govern the type and level of display expressed in mortuary practices (1989:437). The

idea is advanced that competitive display leads to both the elaboration of mortuary

behaviour and its reduction. Display effectiveness is reduced in a context where a

multiplicity of expressions exist, both past and present, and the intensity of mortuary

expression is reduced as people of lower status attempt to emulate the elaborateness of

expression formerly restricted to the upper strata of society (Cannon, 1989:437).
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Cannon (1989:438) asserts that in England, from the medieval period to the present,

cycles of increasing ostentation and subsequent restraint have characterised mortuary

practices. The Victorian era, distinguished by high levels of ostentation in the

cemetery, funeral and mourning rituals, was both preceded and followed by periods of

restraint, the latter continuing to the present day. In the 18th and 19th centuries, as

wealth increased among more of the community, status uncertainty initiated a climate

where symbols became manipulated to express status and status aspirations. Death,

was a very visual forum for display and funerals, mourning dress, and different facets

of the grave monument were used to attract attention, communicate a distinct message

and act as indicators of status (Cannon, 1989:440-441).

The emergence of multiple competing and emulating forms of grave monument saw

them become redundant as mediums for the conveyance of high status. As the fashion

toward restraint grew, elaborate mortuary display on the occasion of death became

increasingly associated with the lower stratums of society (Cannon, 1989:442).

Cannon proposes that the 'elaboration', 'intensity' and 'ubiquity' over time of forms of

display in the cemetery were not reflections of standards of sentiment or belief, nor

reflections of the structure of status relations, since these were unchanged, rather,

change in expression in gravestones is "grounded in the dynamics of fashion"

(1989:442).

Cannon (1989) provided a comparison with ancient Greek and historic North East

Iroquoian mortuary practices to show that the pattern of change seen in the gravestones

of Victorian through to modern times in England was not the exclusive product of a

western capitalist economy and society. Fundamental principles he says "govern the

effectiveness and social control of overt status expression in any medium" (Cannon,

1989:442). Although the pace and pattern of mortuary change may vary, as in the

examples provided, Cannon (1989:445) believes that an historical pattern is shared, a

pattern attributable to common social processes and common patterns of change in

symbolic meanings and associations. The meaning of mortuary behaviour is provided

in the contrast between the contemporary social expressions and those of the past

(Cannon, 1989:446).

Similarly, Little, Lanphear and Owsley (1992) observed cycles of display in gravestone

decoration in an American family cemetery as a cultural expression of "the

beautification of death". Intrasite gravestone variation they attributed to the appearance,

peak and decline of material expression of this Victorian phenomenon (Little et al,

1992:397). The marked increase in the expense and ritual associated with death was
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obvious in much funerary material of the time, from coffin handles to elaborate grave

markers, and this reflected and reproduced the "romanticism and sentimentalisation" of

death characteristic of the time (Little et al, 1992:411).

While they suggest the beautification of death phenomenon is a cyclical process, the

Weir family cemetery reveals that a direct and invariable association between expensive

grave goods and high social status cannot be assumed. Documentary records and

descendants of the family suggest that the family's economic status declined rapidly

after the Civil War yet they began to spend more as opposed to less on burial display

probably in order to maintain social status. This would indicate that burial display at

this time was dictated by other than just monetary considerations (Little et aI,

1992:412). The authors acknowledge that the social need to maintain status and power

aids in understanding the meaning of the display by connecting it with ideology and

social control (Little et aI, 1992:415).

Employing chaos theory to understand change in the cemetery, Dethlefsen (1992)

suggests also that cyclical change took place in American gravestones in the 19th and

20th centuries. Dethlefsen (1992:161) asserts that change is not linear, but proceeds

multidimensionally and is 'instantaneously vectorial'. The changes which took place in

the many elements of the gravestone are an example of the 'corkscrew' of evolution.

'Quantum' stylistic evolution is proposed, evidenced where new gravestone

expressions arose out of 'stylistic turbulence' in the cemetery, material evidence of new

dimensions in society's idea of what is significant (Dethlefsen, 1992:162). Dethlefsen

identifies periods of turbulence, stability and stable chaos in the systemic evolution of

the New England cemetery and suggests that a major phase transition may be marked

by the breakdown of the tabloid form of marker in the 1830's and the emergence and

popularity of the small granite gravestone after the 1920' s. It is suggested that the

displacements that occurred in between these boundaries, where periods of relatively

stable chaos seem evident, may be minor phase shifts:

"That self organising systems were growing out of stable chaos seems to
be indicated by the confused sequence of sculptural varieties in the
cemetery, where "fleeting bits of periodic (orderly) behaviour" (Gleick,
1987:306) in marble stones were not concerted enough to compete with the
tightly organised and uniform emergence of granite as the perfect
gravestone material from the 1930' s onward" (Dethlefsen, 1992:163).

The cemetery is defined by the complexity of change that took place in the 18th, 19th

and 20th century's. The everchanging relationship in and between gravestone elements

or parts must be studied alongside their role as communicators of cultural information

pertaining to death, family and social stratification within archaeological, historical,
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institutional and behavioural contexts. The studies outlined above suggest that the

observations to be made in the cemetery are practically limitless with all of it

"meaningful in terms which reflect the cognitive, systemic evolutionary history of the

community itself' (Dethlefsen, 1981:159). The present study attempts to import some

of the concepts outlined in the above discussion into a new social context by employing

an archaeological approach in the analysis of a cemetery in Dunedin, New Zealand.
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3. THE SOCIAL CONTEXT

In this chapter a sketch will be made of some of the values, beliefs and ethics which

characterised Dunedin society and especially the Presbyterian community from the time

of European settlement through to the 1950's. It concentrates on people, the

boundaries that defined people, the values that maintained these boundaries and how

these boundaries changed. It is these aspects of the history of the community that we

see from past gravestone studies as particularly relevant to understanding change in the

cemetery. The chapter acts only as a brief introduction to these facets of Dunedin' s

history, those of interest are discussed further with reference to the results of the

present study in Chapter Six. It must be stressed that the chapter is not intended to be a

history of Dunedin, it adds no new information to this data base merely synthesising

secondary sources to provide a picture of the changing context of Dunedin society seen

as relevant in the present study.

Harz (1958, 1964) commented that

"The basic character of new world societies is determined by the time at
which they are founded and the nature of the fragment which founds them"
(cited Olssen, 1977:23).

This may be true of Dunedin. Dunedin and the province Otago was a Wakefield "class"

settlement in which colonisers hoped to transplant the social order of pre-industrial

England. Through a variety of means, Wakefield attempted to avoid the colony

becoming the dumping ground for Britain's criminals and paupers, a place to escape the

unhappiness and 'evils' of the urban old world (Olssen, 1977:24). At around the time

the Otago settlement was approved, 1843, a "disruption" in the presbyterian church

took place. Many in the congregation were disillusioned with the positioning of power

in the church and a faction formed the Free Church of Scotland. The Wakefield

settlement of Otago was proposed as, and became, a settlement of the Free Church

where "piety, rectitude and industry would feel at home" (Sinclar, 1991:92). Otago

had its birth then in a "revival of religion" (Collie, 1947:303) and its history is

inexplicable without an understanding of this legacy of faith (Olssen, 1984:40).

Dunedin and Otago were settled in 1848. The cross section of society did not eventuate

as very few genteel or moneyed migrants made the journey, the 'elite' consisting of

farmers sons, small shopkeepers and employed tradesmen. By and large, however, the

migrants were the more religious and better educated of Scotland's lower and middle
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classes (Olssen, 1984:33). By the end of the first decade of settlement close to 1200

immigrants had arrived, most of them Scots Presbyterians and 47% of all households

were of Free Church sentiment (Olssen, 1984:34). It has been suggested that while

most migrants were not zealous about their religion they were staunch church people

(Olssen, 1984:39).

In the new colony, gradations of wealth and status existed and while there was easy

access to land and opportunities for labour, life was particularly hard for the poor

(McLintock, 1975:251). The Scots Presbyterians were united through ties of kinship,

friendship, business and by a boundary maintained through constant squabble between

the Scots and an English elite; officials of the crown and professional men (Olssen,

1984:38-39). While provincial self government allowed the Presbyterians control,

attempts to maintain a Free Church unity through immigration policy was difficult and

most new immigrants in the 1850's were from humble backgrounds in Victoria,

Australia (Olssen, 1984:44-45). Wool and grains made farming and the pastoral sector

prosperous and the Victorian goldrushes of the 1850's secured the position of the small

farmer by creating a booming market for their produce. By the end of the 1850's,

however, the leaders of the community were the men of wealth, their money made

through shrewd buying and selling (Olssen, 1984:54-55).

The discovery of Gold in Otago in 1861, and the resultant gold rushes made Otago the

wealthiest province in New Zealand and Dunedin flourished. The new wealth enriched

the well to do families who had established themselves in the preceding decade (Olssen,

1984:66) and the society of the day has been described as a "compound of egotistical

success and bitter failure, of blatant wealth and crushing poverty" (McLintock,

1975:690). The elite became very powerful within the colony, justifying their position

by suggesting that progress and prosperity are the outcomes of capitalist expansion,

while the new immigrant population was largely indifferent to the political and moral

pretensions of the Free Church founders who had previously united the community

(Olssen, 1984:55-56). Much development took place in Dunedin with the urban

bourgeoisie, city businessmen and professionals celebrating the certainties of their

culture by fashioning a "stable, elegant and ordered world" through architecture

(Olssen, 1984:80-81).

Otago had a population of 70,000 in 1871 and there had been much industrial

expansion (Olssen, 1977:34). However with the explosion of population came

poverty, striking many. Dunedin's facade maintained by the traditions of the past,

religion and respectability failed to hide the cracks that were appearing in the social

structure, says McLintock (1975:690). The growth of the industrial sector and the
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beginnings of residential class segregation (a large influence of which was religion)

made disparities of income and opportunity more evident (Olssen, 1977:34) and while

these boundaries of stratification were blurred the division between those with and

those without was very clear. The unemployed, many of whom had left their home

country to escape this fate became organised and by the last years of the decade

demonstrations of up to 3000 people took place (Olssen, 1984:88-89).

The church in this period was faltering. While most Scots were united in their hatred of

Catholics and the Chinese miners who began to settle in Dunedin, the Presbyterian

church no longer linked all Scots with many either outside the pale of the denomination

or falling away (Collie, 1947:88). Others left the Free Church and founded new

congregations, alienated by the pretensions of the new churches that were being built

(Olssen, 1984:75).

In the 1880's conditions for many workers became more harsh and Dunedin was in

depression. Work patterns, markets and economies were transformed by steam power

and railways, and workshops were replaced by factories. 'Sweating' existed in

Dunedin's clothing industry as many men refused to work for low pay leaving boys

and women to became the "victims of a system of continually depressed wages"

(Soper, 1948:81). Other standards such as the eight hour day also came under attack

(Olssen, 1984:104). Churches organised themselves to aid the poor, the hungry and

homeless expressing a "warm humanitarianism" and a "nobler conception of the spirit

of Christianity" says McLintock (1975:689), which was highlighted in the sermons of

Presbyterian ministers like Stuart and Rutherford Waddell. Many middle to upper class

Dunedin women became publicly vocal specialists in urban problems, emphasising the

family unit, but others in the community believed charity permitted the unfit to flourish

instead of letting natural selection eliminate them, fusing their Calvinist theology with

social Darwinism (Olssen, 1984:94-95).

The depression saw the emergence of a working class consciousness and activism that

was generally supported by the urban middle classes who felt that the progress of the

new world had 'soured' (Olssen, 1977:37). Low value housing, factories and the

isolation of large amounts of workers in particular labour have been suggested as

reasons behind the formation of a common identity among these men. Workers

despised the central values of industrialised Dunedin and the common attitude or

ideology of the wealthy that the unemployed's fate was due to their own moral

inadequacies (Olssen, 1984:109). Many working men formed trade unions and in the

final years of the decade industrial unrest was unprecedented. The working classes

gained considerable political influence in Dunedin after the 1890 election.
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In the early settlement the public values, the social and ideological orthodoxy, were

those proclaimed by the gentry who believed it was their duty to provide political and

cultural leadership. In the 1890' s however the political power of the gentry was

circumscribed, although they retained their influence in many domains (Gibbons,

1981:305). The election in 1890 of the first Liberal government marked the beginning

of state intervention with an egalitarian bias (Griffen, 1986: 122). The leaders of the

liberal era promoted the feeling that the government was the people's servant (Hamer,

1990:126) and that to fulfil the unforgotten hopes of the pioneering generation political

action was needed to regulate the new economic and social order (Sinclair, 1991: 173).

The Liberals enacted many labour and land reforms in a process described as 'state

socialism' (Hamer, 1990: 126-8) and New Zealand became a self-consciously

democratic society exemplified by women obtaining the vote in 1896.

The egalitarian spirit espoused by the Liberals did not attempt to completely level the

existing social hierarchies, but rather promoted policies of social mobility. The wealthy

class remained distinct but became less conspicuous, withdrawing from public life

partly out of contempt for the new democratic ethos and from a loss of esteem, says

Hamer (1990: 132). New Zealanders at the time were said to "distrust distinction,

dislike brilliance and doubt originality. Their idol in these years was honest,

wholesome mediocrity" (Reeves, 1924:302). New Zealand was seen as too good to be

true by noted visitors. The country was without labour disputes and the material

conditions of the workers were high. Something of the pioneering ideal had been

achieved and although New Zealand may not have been 'Gods own country' as hailed

by the prime minister, it was at any rate comfortable (Sinclair, 1991: 192). Some

believe, however, that the utopian picture painted at the time is largely a popular myth

(eg. Gibbons, 1981).

In the late 1890's and early 1900's much change took place in Dunedin. The villa

replaced the cottage as the model home and rising wages allowed women to return to

home from the factories (Olssen, 1984: 117). Electric power revolutionised transport

and industry and motor cars and the cinema altered people's notions of space and time,

bringing town and the suburbs closer together. Dunedin's population was still

predominantly derived from British stock although 64% had been born in New

Zealand. Presbyterianism was still the largest single denomination (Olssen, 1984: 126)

although the church felt that family worship and Sabbath observance were dwindling

rapidly (Collie, 1947: 303). Economically, Dunedin was in decline however, and by

1911 the city's population growth was just 11%. These notions heightened a sense of

pride in the Scot's heritage and the achievements of the founders spawning many
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histories, literature and biography's as well as a resurgence in Scot's rituals (Olssen,

1984: 131-132).

The horrors of the war shattered the belief in innocence, progress and evolution which

had existed since the foundation of the free church settlement (Olssen, 1984: 158).

Following the first world war New Zealander's were struggling to find security and

order in a constantly transforming world (Olssen, 1981:272) and this struggle found

material representation in the portrayal of order in scientific and technological progress

propounded at Dunedin's 1925 South Seas exhibition. Unemployment, however,

again became conspicuous in the last few years of the 1920's as New Zealand sank into

depression.

Unemployment grew quickly to the stage that camp work was offered to 1343 relief

workers in Dunedin in 1934. These 'slave' camps and their attack on family life were

an eloquent symbol of the inadequacy's of government policy and as in the 1880's, the

church renewed its claim to leadership, transforming Dunedin's politics. Again links

formed between the workers and large sections of the city's middle class (Olssen,

1984:185-186). The election of the labour party in 1935 and its bursts of legislative

action in 1936-8 and 1945-6, did not change the distribution of economic power but its

welfare removed many inequalities (Olssen, 1981:277). The social security system,

based on the ideal of equality was created according to Sinclair (1991 :271) by not only

a revival in prosperity but by the general will which had sought expression from the

colonial days.

The second world war claimed the lives of 11,625 New Zealander's. Life in New

Zealand is said to have continued with the uniformity and drabness inherited from the

depression of the 1930' s. War did however bring both affluence and full employment.

The dream of a New Zealand as a material utopia was refurbished and Labour

rejuvenated the egalitarian tradition (Dunstall, 1981:397-398). In this most sustained

period of prosperity of the 20th century the state attempted to maintain a high degree of

uniformity in New Zealand life and "To the comfortable and the complacent, the ethos

of equality had been realised in the social pattern" (Dunstall, 1981:398). Occupational

mobility contributed to this feeling but this was largely a product of population growth

and change. The war allowed many women back into the workforce and the narrow

range of wages in the 1950's contributed to the idea of New Zealands society of "fair

shares" (Dunstall, 1981 :416). The disintegration of Dunedin's most visible areas of

residential segregation, the working class settlements of the flat and the hill suburbs of

the wealthy contributed to this appearance (Olssen, 1984:193).
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4. MATERIALS AND METHODS

The Cemetery Context

Dunedin has had five cemeteries. The earliest, located on the corner of Arthur Street

and York place was first used in October 1846 to bury a surveyors labourer

(McDonald, 1965: 8) and around 80 settlers were interred there before it was closed in

the 1860's due to its limited size. In the late 1870's the tombstones were removed and

in 1880 an obelisk erected in memory of those buried there (McDonald, 1965: 175).

The land is now a reserve containing a children's playground.

The unsuitable size of the Arthur Street cemetery prompted the city council to set aside

land for two new cemeteries in 1857, one at each end of the town belt. Heated debate

raged for many years over the land proposed for this purpose at the northern extreme

before a bill was passed reserving twenty acres of the belt for a cemetery in 1872. The

Southern cemetery had however opened in 1857 and was segregated denominationally

into distinct Catholic, Anglican, Presbyterian, Jewish and, later, Chinese portions.

While it is difficult to determine how long these boundaries were strictly maintained,

burials taking place in the cemetery were recorded within these divisions. The sale of

plots in the Southern cemetery ceased some time ago but interments still take place in

unfilled family plots, a practice recently encouraged by the Dunedin City Council to

alleviate stress and crowding in other Dunedin cemeteries.

When the Northern cemetery opened in 1878, without denominational divisions, two

other cemeteries had already opened on Dunedin's outskirts. Green Island cemetery

became a burial ground in 1865 with a later portion, known as the New cemetery,

opening in 1922, and Anderson's Bay cemetery, first known as the Eastern

Necropolis, took its first interment in 1867.

The Test Phase and Cemetery Selection

In order to develop an appropriate procedure for gravestone recording, a brief test

phase of data collection was undertaken in the Northern cemetery. A trial recording

scheme, adapted from an Australian example (Birmingham, 1987) was developed and

employed to record 35 gravestones. An ~xample of the recording sheet is given in

figure 1.
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STONE:
Monument

Colour

Material

Mason

INSCRlPTION

Line:

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

SCRIPT STYLE
A. Gothic
B. Italic
C. Rustic
D. San serif
E. Cursive
F. Copper Plate
G. Tuscan
H. Unknown

COMMENTS

DIMENSIONS:
Height

Width

ThIckness

INSCRIPTION:
Location

Application

Legibility

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

DESIGN MOTIFS

SKETCH

PLOT SURROUNDS

Figure 1. The recording scheme used in the present study.
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The test phase enabled modification and enhancement of the data collection procedure

so that it would permit the recording of a wide range of monuments using a consistent

series of codes and measures for the variables being recorded (see below).

The test phase of recording highlighted the limitations on use of the Northern cemetery

as a study area. The limited historical depth that it offered would preclude assessment

of gravestones from the earlier decades of Dunedin's history. Secondly, its non

denominational layout would make it difficult to control for denominational differences

in sample selection. For these reasons the Southern cemetery was selected as the focus

of the present study. Sample size considerations also played a part in restricting the

present study to the Presbyterian portion of the Southern cemetery. In order to compile

a statistically meaningful sample for each of the decades from the 1850's to the 1950's

it was estimated that at least 200 gravestones would have to be recorded. A larger

analytical sample was beyond the scope of this study and it was decided to restrict the

analysis to the Presbyterian portion of the cemetery. This portion was chosen in part

because of the authors interest in Scottish culture and migration, but also because it

represents the dominant strand of Dunedin's settlement history, and will provide a

comparative base from which further studies of the more marginal denominations can

proceed.

The Southern Cemetery

The present study is an analysis of the gravestones which occupy the Presbyterian, or

'general', portion of Dunedin's Southern Cemetery. Located on a rise overlooking The

Oval playing fields, the cemetery is bounded by the Main South Road, Eglington Road

and the southern end of the town belt. There are vehicle entrances from each road

while access by foot is possible from the Main South Road directly into the Catholic

portion of the cemetery. A map of the cemetery drawn in 1919/1920 showing the

denominational divisions is provided in Figure 2.

The Historical Sources

A number of documentary sources containing information directly pertinent to the

Southern cemetery and the Presbyterian portion were consulted. A brief description of

each of these is given.

Two maps of the cemetery, drawn at two different times, exist. The first, drawn in

1872, differs markedly from the map used in the present study drawn in 1919/1920.

The differences between these two maps does suggest, however, that early burial
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ground may have been used over again at a latter date or that many additional burials

were made in the pathways between rows of interments (Ockwell, 1980:2).

The cemetery has also been transcribed twice, a copy of the earliest, having taken place

in 1931, is held by the NZ Society of Genealogists. This transcription seems to

contain some notable absences and irregularities in the recording procedure, however.

More recently, in the late 1970' s, the gravestones were transcribed and for some

gravestones additional information, such as material and colour, was noted (Ockwell,

1980).

Burial registers also exist which outline who was interred in particular plots, their date

of death and interment, their age, and often, their occupation, their place of nativity and

the place they last came from. The informant of these details is also usually referenced.

Up until the late 1920' s / early 1930' s burial plots were sold on the basis of size and

location and were given a "class" distinction of 1, 2 or 3. This information is also

contained in the burial registers while the price of specific plots is recorded in the Plot

Purchase books held at the Dunedin City Council Crematorium and Cemeteries

Department at Anderson's Bay. Both the 1980 Headstone Transcripts and the Burial

Registers are housed in a number of locations, the most accessible being the Dunedin

Public Library.

These historical records were used in a number of ways. The 1919/1920 map was an

invaluable guide to the cemetery during sampling and recording while the Headstone

Transcripts (Ockwell, 1980) were used primarily to facilitate the location of information

from the Burial Registers. From the dates of interments given in these registers,

estimates of the decade of erection of individual gravestones not inscribed with dates

could be posed and the "class" of each burial plot under analysis in the present study

was obtained.

The Sampling Strategy

A attempt was made to adequately sample gravestones that reflected the development of

the Presbyterian portion's cultural landscape through space and time. To do this it was

necessary to construct the sampling procedure in two ways. A sample of gravestones

were required from each of 11 decades, the 1850's through to the 1950's, with each

decades sample size selected to bear some correspondence with the growth and

levelling of Dunedin' s population (Bloomfield, 1984). The growth in Dunedin's

populationthrough time is given in Figure 3 while the gravestone sample sizes selected

to be recorded for each decade is given in Table 1.
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Figure 3. Population growth of Dunedin City and Dunedin City and Suburbs

combined from 1861 to 1961. (Statistics from Bloomfield, 1984)

Table 1. The Selected Gravestone Sample Sizes to be Recorded from each Decade.

Decade Sample Size

Selected

1850's 12

1860's 17

1870's 19

1880's 21

1890's 21

1900's 21

1910's 25

1920's 30

1930's 30

1940's 30

1950's 30
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It was also necessary to accommodate the geographical variation present in the

Presbyterian portion. To this end it was necessary to alter the 1919 / 1920 map of the

cemetery which depicted rows of burial space in terms of numbered blocks (or

sections) by allocating new numbers to the blocks. There were three reasons for this

procedure. Firstly, many larger blocks were subdivided for use in the present study so

as not to record a differential sample size from these areas; secondly, renumbering

aided block identification and thirdly, it enabled a random selection of block numbers to

be generated by computer. The blocks selected were to be visited and gravestones were

to be recorded in each block in turn providing a random sample that satisfied the effects

of geography. Figure 4 provides a map of the Presbyterian portion of the Southern

cemetery displaying the new block, or 'Section' numbers (see below) and highlighting

those sampled.

The Recording Procedure

All gravestones in a block were recorded until the sample size for a particular decade

had been reached. After such time, gravestones encountered from a decade where the

prescribed sample size had been fulfilled were ignored. Where grave markers bore no

inscription date it was necessary to consult the burial register as to the dates interments

took place in the burial plot. The decade the first interment took place was inferred as

the decade the marker was erected unless there were factors to suggest otherwise.

The Variables Recorded

Recording the gravestone collection involved collecting data on up to 17 variables for

each specimen.

1. Section: identifies the spatial location of the gravestone within the cemetery in

terms of the 'block' of burial plots a gravestone stood in. As block numbers in the

1919/ 1920 map were changed it was decided to give the blocks used in the present

study a new title to differentiate them from those numbered in the earlier map.

2. Plot: The location of the gravestone within a section. The number given to a burial

plot reflected its position in relation to others in the section.

3. Monument: A general description of the type of gravestone being recorded.

4. Material: Identification of stone type.

5. Colour: The colour of the gravestone.

6. Height: The height in feet and inches from the base of the monument's first

plinth, if present, to the apex.
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Figure 4. The preshyterian portion of the southern cemetery showing sectionssampled.
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7. Width: The maximum width of the first plinth in feet and inches.

8. Thickness: The maximum depth of the first plinth in feet and inches.

9. Design Motifs: Any design motifs, iconography or decoration were described.

10. Inscription: Each inscription was recorded in its entirety, line by line.

11. Inscription Location: The location of the inscription on the gravestone.

12. Inscription Application: The way in which an inscription was applied to a

gravestone.

13. Inscription Legibility: The physical condition of the inscription.

14. Inscription Style: The 'type' of script each line of the inscription was written

in.

15. Mason: The name of the gravestone maker.

16. Plot Surrounds: The material surroundings of the burial plot.

17. Comments: Additional observations.

A photograph and sketch of each gravestone and plot site were also taken.

Problems with the Methodology

Nameplates, bearing no dates, affected the sample sizes collected from each decade.

Larger sample sizes than intended were recorded for some decades as some forms of

grave marker, their date estimates derived later from burial registers, were added to the

decade numbers. As a limit existed on the number of gravestones that could feasibly be

recorded in the time available, the sample sizes of other decades were reduced

accordingly. Other decades later in the occupational usage of the cemetery, the 1940's

and 1950' s, have lower sample sizes than intended also as few gravestones from this

period were encountered. It is felt, however that the proportion of gravestones

collected from these decades reflects the occupational history of the Presbyterian

portion of the cemetery.

Summarising the Data

The observations recorded were entered into a computer database using the Filemaker

Pro program and the data was down loaded to a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet for

detailed analysis. Other variables were later formulated, either derived from variables

recorded in the field or from data obtained from burial registers. A new spreadsheet

containing coded information of the attributes of each gravestone for selected variables

was developed in Microsoft Excel and the data transferred into the SPSS statistical

program to derive summary information.
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5. RESULTS

During the field survey a sample of 209 gravestones were recorded in the Presbyterian

portion of the Southern Cemetery. This chapter presents an analysis of changing

patterns in the physical form, decorative elements, inscriptions and associations of

these monuments. The analysis is based upon a subset of the variables recorded for

each gravestone during the field survey. This data is listed in Appendix 1. A complete

listing of the data recorded for each gravestone is held on file in the Anthropology

Department, University of Otago.

Form and Typology

Before evaluating changes through time in the gravestones it is useful to consider the

sample as a whole in order to define criteria that enable typological classification.

During the field survey regularities in physical form were observed that reflect variation

along these parameters: size, complexity and 'dimensionality'.

The overall impression of a gravestones size is reflected by its height and the relative

proportion of its height to its width. On the first of these measures the studied sample

showed considerable variation (see Figure 5). Approximately 30% had no height

dimensions, being stones set flat to the ground. The remainder ranged between 1 and

14 feet with the vast majority (55%) less than 7 feet tall and a relatively small number

(15%) of greater height. Consideration of proportions allows the dominant size range

to be divided into those with height less than or equal to their width and those taller than

they are wide. Closer inspection of the data in Appendix 1 suggests that the upper

height boundary of gravestones wider then they are tall occurs at 3'7". Figure 6

presents the number of gravestones displaying these relative proportions at six inch

intervals of height.

Complexity

The complexity of a gravestone's form can be measured in part by the number of pieces

from which it is constructed. While it is difficult to assess exactly how many pieces

occur in some more complex gravestones it is relatively easy to discriminate between

those constructed from either one or two pieces, and those with a greater number of

components It should be noted that for this purpose the 'plinth' on which each
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Figure 5. The distribution of gravestone heights at six inch intervals of height.
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gravestone was set was not counted as a 'piece', but the concrete borders which

surrounded the inscription face of some grave markers were included. The number of

specimens from the study sample in each of these categories is given in figure 7, which

indicates that the highest proportion of gravestones were constructed from two pieces

(45%), a quarter featured more than two pieces and a slightly higher number (30%)

were made from only one piece.
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1 2 >2
Number of Pieces

Figure 7. The number of gravestones constructed of one, two or multiple pieces.

Dimensionality

Grave markers vary from a single flush surface to free standing 3 dimensional

monuments. An approximate measure of this 'dimensionality' is the number of

inscription faces that the gravestone provides. By this measure the present sample can

be divided into three categories (see figure 8). Some 44% contained just one

inscription face, generally a piece of stone set into a concrete or stone surround.

Almost the same number (40%) were tablet like forms presenting two faces (front and

back), although they were usually inscribed on only one of these. A smaller number

(16%) were 3 dimensional monuments, presenting up to four inscription faces.
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Figure 8. The number of gravestones with one, two or four inscription faces.

Typology

Combinations of the three variables described above separated all but nine of the sample

into seven major groups and with consideration of a number of other discrete

characteristics three of these could be subdivided further, giving ten principle types.

Table 2 presents the types and their characteristics.

Table 2. The Gravestone Types and their Characteristics.

Type No. of No. of Height Other n=

Pieces Faces

Block 1 2 :s; 3'7" n1a 18

War Stone 1 2 :s; 3'7" A war memorial 2

Headstone 1 2 > 3'7' n1a 40

Coped Stone 1 2::2 s 3'7" n1a 3

Nameplate 2 1 nil n1a 63

Plaque 2 1 :s; 3'7" n1a 22

Wall Plaque 2 1 :s; 3'7" part of plot border 6

Top-Piece Stone 2::2 2 > 3'7' n1a 19

Pedestal Tomb >2 >2 > 3'7' n1a 24

3D Cross >2 >2 > 3'7' cross shape 3

Other various various various various 9
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Type Descriptions

The first of the seven major groups comprises two principle types, the 'Block' and

'War Stones'. The Block is a category which consists of smaller gravestones, simple

and generally wider than higher in proportions. 'War Stones' are like blocks in form

but are memorials to war victims and feature a uniformity in size, shape and design

motifs. These monuments have been excluded from further analysis as they are clearly

a different type of monument to other gravestones erected in the cemetery. The

'Headstone' category includes those gravestones generally of tablet form, simple, but

taller, and providing a large amount of flat space for inscriptions. The 'Coped Stone'

grave marker resembles a stone coffin, 3 dimensional with a number of faces available

for inscription. The 'Nameplate' bears only a family surname on a small rectangular

piece of stone set into a concrete surround set flush, or on a very slight angle, with the

ground. The 'Plaque' forms are also displayed in concrete surrounds but consist of a

larger stone inscription slate, the 'Wall Plaque' distinguished further by its insertion

into the wall of a plot surround. 'Top-Piece Stones' are the more complex of the non 3

dimensional tall gravestones, their body tapered upwards to support a variety of

entablature, dripstones and finials. The last major category consists of 'Pedestal

Tombs', and 3d Crosses. Pedestal Tombs are tall, 3 dimensional monuments, the

body including a pedestal bearing inscriptions and supporting a variety of finials, while

3d Crosses, similar in form feature a cross shape. A category, "other" was created to

house those individual gravestones which were incomplete or clearly different to the

types derived. Line drawings of examples of each type are given in figure 9.

Typological Change

It is possible to trace the changes in the abundance of these gravestone types through

time. Table 3 presents the number of gravestones of each type recorded from each

decade. The sample sizes for some of these periods, particularly the 1850's and those

after the 1910's are rather small, and for comparative purposes the data has been

grouped into two decade intervals in order to more clearly define broad patterns of

change. It should be noted that this leaves one small decadal sample (1950-1959) and

trends observed at this end point of the study period must be interpreted with some

caution. Figure 9 displays visually the changing proportions of the six most popular

types at bidecadal intervals. For this purpose, Wall Plaques have been included with

other plaques under the one category of 'Plaque', and 3d Crosses and Pedestal Tombs

have been combined into a single class called 'Pedestal forms'. Inspection of Table 3

shows that in each case the combined types exhibit similar patterns of abundance.
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Figure 4. Line drawings of examples of derived gravestone types.
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Table3. The Number of Gravestones of eachType sampled from eachDecade.

1858- 1860- 1870- 1880- 1890- 1900- 1910- 1920- 1930- 1940- 1950- In:leeminabk: Unknown Total

1859 1869 1879 1889 1899 1909 1919 1929 1939 1949 1959 DecrdeDae Decae

Dae

Nameplate 0 10 6 11 6 18 2 4 2 2 0 1 1 63

Block 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 3 2 5 3 0 18

WarStone 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 2

Plaque 0 0 0 2 0 1 1 2 9 4 1 2 0 22

Wall Plaque 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 1 0 1 0 6

Coped Stone 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3

Headstone 0 9 2 15 5 6 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 40

Top-Piece 2 8 5 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 19

Stone

Pedestal Tomb 0 3 5 2 8 2 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 24

3d Cross 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 3

Other 0 2 0 0 3 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 9

Total 3 34 19 34 25 29 10 12 17 9 6 9 2 209
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1950-1959

1930-1949

1910-1929

1890-1909

1870-1889

1858-1869
A B c D E F

Figure 10. Changes in relative abundance of the six most common gravestone forms.

Breadth of the band at the mid point of each time period represents the proportion of

gravestones in that form during the period. The breadth of curve F at its apex represents

83% of the gravestone sample. The Forms represented are: A. Top-Piece Stone Form.

B. Headstone Form. C. Pedestal Forms. D. Nameplate Form. E. Plaque Forms. F.

Block form.
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During the first two decades of its operation three gravestone forms dominated the

Presbyterian portion of the cemetery, Top-Piece Stones (27%), Nameplates (27%) and

Headstones (27%), along with relatively small numbers of pedestal forms (8%). The

first of these rapidly declined in popularity to have disappeared by the end of the 19th

century. The headstone form reached the peak of its popularity in the 1880's (44%)

before it too declined and disappeared by 1919. Pedestal forms showed a similar

trajectory, peaking in the 1890's (36%) and disappearing by the end of the 1920's.

Nameplates reached their peak in popularity (62%) in the first decade of the 20th

century, rapidly declining thereafter. Following the 1920's two other gravestone forms

become prevalent, the Plaque and the Block. The plaque forms represented the

majority of gravestones in the 1930's and 1940's (65% and 55% respectively) until the

Block superseded it as the most popular gravestone form in the 1950's (83%). It must

be noted that the sample size in this last decade was very small.

Three broad trends are apparent in these changing patterns of abundance. Firstly, there

appears to be a reduction in diversity with a reduction in the number of types

represented through time, particularly after the 1920's (see Table 4). Although the

smaller sample sizes in the 20th century must leave some room for doubt, the

conjunction of this narrowing in range with the complete disappearance of some types

and marked increase in abundance of others suggests that it is not simply a product of

smaller sample sizes.

There is also an increasing emphasis on simplicity in gravestone form. Types

comprising two or fewer pieces and/or two or fewer faces (Blocks, Headstones,

Nameplates and plaques) can be considered to encompass the 'simple' end of the range

of forms, while those with more than two pieces and/or faces (Coped Stones, Top

Piece Stones, pedestal forms) can be considered 'elaborate'. While the former were

always more common in the Presbyterian portion of the cemetery, their relative

abundance increased continuously throughout its use while elaborate forms declined

steadily and disappeared entirely after the 1920's (see Table 4)
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Table 4. The Number of Gravestone Types, and the proportion of Simple to Elaborate

Gravestones in each Bidecade.

Period N types N gravestones % Simple % Elaborate

1950-1959 2 6 100 -

1930-1949 3 26 100 -

1910-1929 5 20 84 16

1890-1909 6 54 72 28

1870-1889 7 53 70 30

1858-1869 6 37 60 40

The third trend is decline in gravestone size.

Height

The number of gravestones in each of four height categories during each decade is

shown in table 5 and their proportions at bidecadal intervals in figure 3. The most

popular height for gravestones in the first two decades was between 3'7" and TO", but

these declined steadily in abundance and disappeared after the 1920's. Larger

gravestones (> TO") were present from the outset but never prominent. They were at

their most popular in the 1890's and disappeared after 1919. In contrast the smaller

sizes showed increasing abundance. Those with no height dimension reached their

peak of popularity at the turn of the century and, although declining, maintained a

strong presence into the middle decades of the 20th century. Short forms (:::; 3'7") were

present but never common in the 19th century. After the turn of the century they

increase steadily in abundance to become the only size group represented in the 1950's.

Although the small sample size of this final sample may have influenced the magnitude

of this result, the trend toward popularity of smaller forms is nonetheless clear.
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Table 5. The Number of Gravestones in eachHeight Category in eachDecade.

1858- 1860- 1870- 1880- 1890- 1900- 1910- 1920- 1930- 1940- 1950- Indei:nninabi:: Unknown Total

1859 1869 1879 1889 1899 1909 1919 1929 1939 1949 1959 Deca:bDae Decae

Date

NoHeight Dimension 0 10 6 11 6 19 2 4 2 2 0 1 1 64

< 3'7" 1 2 1 2 3 1 3 3 15 7 6 6 1 51

3'7" - TO" 2 18 5 16 9 7 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 62

>1'0" 0 4 6 5 7 2 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 28

NotRecorded 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2
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1890-1909

1870-1889

1858-1869
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Figure 11. Change in relative abundance of gravestone heights. The breadth of band D

at its apex represents 100% of the gravestone sample between 1950 and 1959 period.

The categories represented are: A. Height 3'7" - 7'0". B. Height> 7'0".

C. No Height Dimension. D. Height < 3'7".
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Material

The material used in construction of each gravestone was assessed during field survey.

Some monuments were constructed from more than one material, and this analysis

concentrates upon the gravestone material perceived as being the most important in

defining the form of each grave marker. For example, a sandstone monument with a

marble inscription face is considered here to be a sandstone monument, the latter being

its main construction material. Plaques, on the other hand, are included in the material

category which represents their inscription face, as that portion is the fundamental

characteristic of their form.

Four material types were observed in the cemetery and the number of gravestones

constructed from each of these materials is presented for each decade in table 6 and

bidecadal proportions presented in figure 12. All four materials were in use at the

beginning of gravestone construction in the Southern cemetery, but two of these,

sandstone and concrete, had disappeared by the end of the 19th century. Marble

gravestones, on the other hand, grew in popularity from the beginning of the

cemetery's occupation, becoming dominant in the period between 1870 and 1910 and

slowly declining thereafter as the majority of gravestones came to be made of granite.

These changes in material use may be related in some ways to patterns of typological

change. Table 6 presents the number of gravestones of each type constructed from

each type of material. Not surprisingly, the most common materials were used for the

widest variety of types. There are marble examples of every type and granite was used

for all except the rare Coped Stone type and the 3d Cross subtype. In contrast,

sandstone and concrete were used for a more restricted range of types, being notably

absent or scarce amongst the materials used to construct the Blocks, Nameplates and

Plaques that dominate the later decades of cemetery use. Approximately half of the

gravestones in each of these scarcer materials are Top-Piece Stones, which were the

most common early type and the first to disappear from the Presbyterian portion of the

Southern cemetery. While this might suggest that a decline in the availability or use of

these materials contributed to the decline of this form, it should be noted that Top-Piece

Stones were also made in marble and granite which continued to be used throughout the

period under study. Thus it would appear that the typological changes were not

material dependent, and explanation of them must be found in other spheres. This

issue is considered in Chapter 6.
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Table 6. The Numberof Gravestones of each Material TypePresent in each Decade.

1858- 1860- 1870- 1880- 1890- 1900- 1910- 1920- 1930- 1940- 1950- In:leeminable Unknown Total

1859 1869 1879 1889 1899 1909 1919 1929 1939 1949 1959 ~Dcre Decae

Dcre

Sandstone 1 8 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 13

Concrete 1 6 4 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15

Marble 1 10 6 28 14 21 5 6 5 2 1 3 1 103

Granite 0 10 6 6 7 8 5 4 12 7 5 6 0 76
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1950-1959

1930-1949

1910-1929

1890-1909

1870-1889

1858-1869
A B c D

Figure 12. Change in relative abundance of gravestone construction materials. The

breadth of band D represents 83% of the gravestone sample between 1950 and 1959.

The materials represented are: A. Sandstone. B. Concrete. C. Marble. D. Granite.
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Table 7. The Distribution of Gravestone Types Constructed from each Material Type.

Sandstone Concrete Marble Granite

Nameplate 0 0 35 28

Block 1 0 4 13

Plaque 0 0 10 12

Wall Plaque 0 0 1 5

Coped Stone 1 1 1 0

Headstone 4 2 27 7

Top-Piece Stone 6 8 4 1

Pedestal Tomb 0 3 13 8

3d Cross 0 0 3 0

Other 1 1 5 2

Decorative Elements

Thus far, attention has been focussed on the architectural elements that contribute to the

overall form of gravestones. Another aspect of variation within the sample is the

presence and form of decorative elements. While it must be acknowledged that some

architectural elements are inherently decorative, the focus in this section is upon

features that are additional to the primary construction of the gravestones.

Slightly less than half (48%) of the gravestones in the sample exhibited design

elements, but this varied markedly throughout the study period (table 8). The

occurrence was particularly low in the 1850's and 1860's, the first, third and fifth

decades of the 20th century, and notably common in the 1890's and between 1910 and

1919. These variations will be considered further in Chapter 6.
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Table 8. TheFrequency andPercentage of Gravestones withDecoration in eachDecade.

1858- 1860- 1870- 1880- 1890- 1900- 1910- 1920- 1930- 1940- 1950- Indet"m1inable Unknown Total

1859 1869 1879 1889 1899 1909 1919 1929 1939 1949 1959 DecaleDae Decae

Dae

Gravestones with 0 13 11 20 18 9 8 3 9 2 4 4 0 101

Decoration

% Gravestones 0 38.2 57.9 58.8 72.0 31.0 80 30.0 52.9 22.2 66.7 44.4 0 48.8

with Decoration
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Application Method

It is important to understand the way in which decorations were applied to or otherwise

made apparent on the gravestone, as each technique may influence the types of designs

expressed. Five methods of application have been identified in the present study:

a) Carved: Where a design is carved or sculpted on to the outline or

surface of the gravestone

b) Relief: Where a design is created by the removal of surrounding material

from the surface of the gravestone

c) Incised: Where a design is incised into the surface of the gravestone

d) 3 Dimensional: Where a design has three-dimensional form, and

e) Form: Where the entire gravestone form is given over to the creation of a

design.

Figures 13, 14, 15 and 16 present photographic examples of each of these methods.

In table 9 the number of gravestones exhibiting each design application method in each

decade is given and figure 17 displays a graphic representation of this data at bidecadal

intervals. It should be noted that a gravestone may contain more than one design and

thus more than one application method.

It is apparent that designs were generally carved into gravestones in the early decades of

the cemetery While this method of application continued to be popular up until the early

20th century others such as the application of a design through relief gained ascendancy

after 1880. Three dimensional designs were popular in the cemetery between 1870 and

the turn of the century while the representation of a design through the form of the

gravestone itself took place in small numbers throughout the lifespan of the cemetery.

One last method of design application, incision, appeared on a greater proportion of

gravestones after 1930 and a large proportion in the 1950's. One must however take

into account the small sample size in consideration in this last period.

The frequency of these design application methods within each gravestone type is given

in table 10. It is evident that the majority of designs applied to headstones were in relief

while 3 dimensional designs were solely represented in Pedestal Tomb monuments, 3d

Crosses and Top-Piece Stones. Carved designs were popular in Top-Piece Stone

monuments as well and regularly frequented Pedestal Tombs and Headstones. Blocks

were generally incised with designs where present.



Figure 13. A gravestone with both 3 dimensional and Carved decoration.
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Figure 14. A gravestone with decoration applied through the relief method.

Figure 15. A gravestone which expresses decoration in its 'form'.
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Figure 16. A gravestone with incised floral motifs.
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Table 9. TheNumber of Gravestones exhibiting each Design Application Method in eachDecade.

1858- 1860- 1870- 1880- 1890- 1900- 1910- 1920- 1930- 1940- 1950- Irrlebminabk: Unknown Total

1859 1869 1879 1889 1899 1909 1919 1929 1939 1949 1959 Dem:leDae Decae

Dae

3D 0 2 5 5 10 2 2 1 0 0 0 1 0 28

Carved 0 10 5 10 9 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 36

Fonn 0 1 1 2 2 1 3 2 1 1 1 0 0 15

Incised 0 1 1 1 2 3 2 1 5 1 3 3 0 23

Relief 0 3 3 12 4 6 3 0 4 0 0 0 0 35

Sample Size 3 34 19 34 25 29 10 10 17 9 6 9 2 207
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1950-1959

1930-1949

1910-1929

1890-1909

1870-1889

1858-1869
A B c D E

Figure 17. Changes in the relative frequency of Design Application Methods. The

breadth of band C at the mid point of 1870 and 1889 represents 30% of the gravestone

sample. The design application methods represented are: A. Carved. B. 3

Dimensional. C. Relief. D. Form. E. Incised.
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Table 10. The Number of Gravestones of each type exhibiting each Design Application

Method.

3D Carved Form Incised Relief Sample

Size

Nameplate 0 0 0 0 0 63

Block 0 0 0 8 3 18

Plaque 0 0 6 4 1 22

Wall Plaque 0 0 0 0 3 6

Coped Stone 0 0 2 0 0 3

Headstone 0 9 4 4 21 40

Top-Piece Stone 4 12 1 0 3 19

Pedestal Tomb 20 9 0 5 4 24

3d Cross 3 2 0 1 0 3

Other 1 4 2 1 0 9

The Designs

The variety of design motifs displayed in the gravestone sample was extensive. A full

list of the designs observed is given in Appendix 2. Even when these were grouped

with others of similar form it was apparent that only a small number of design groups

were represented in the cemetery sample in proportions greater than 10% of all

gravestones in any bidecadal period. While it would be interesting, challenging and

potentially rewarding to explore in more detail the intricacies and detail of the design

motifs present in the gravestone sample, it was beyond the scope of the present study to

provide other than a general discussion of the more prominent forms and of any shift in

the popularity of these types through time. Included in the present analysis are five

categories of designs which are represented in more than 10% of all gravestones in at

least one two decade time period; Flowers; Urns; Arabesques, vines and leaves; the

Open Book and the Ribbon. The number of gravestones exhibiting designs belonging

to each of these categories in each decade is presented in table 11 while a visual

representation of this data is displayed at bidecadal intervals in figure 18.
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Table 11. TheNumber of Gravestones Exhibiting Oneof FivePopular Design Categories in eachDecade.

1858- 1860- 1870- 1880- 1890- 1900- 1910- 1920- 1930- 1940- 1950- lIxWrninab:e Unknown Total

1859 1869 1879 1889 1899 1909 1919 1929 1939 1949 1959 DecaleDae Decae

Dale

Arabesques/ 0 0 4 5 4 2 3 0 3 0 0 2 0 23

Vines/ Leaves

Flower/s 0 6 4 14 6 5 0 0 1 1 2 1 0 40

Open Book 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 1 2 0 0 8

Urn 0 2 2 4 5 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 16

Ribbon 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 1 1 0 6

Other 0 11 5 7 8 4 4 4 0 0 0 0 0 43

Sample Size 3 34 19 34 25 29 10 10 17 9 6 9 2 207
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1950-1959
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1910-1929

1890-1909

1870-1889

1858-1869
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Figure 18. Changes in the relative frequency of the five most common design

categories. The breadth of band A represents 34% of the gravestone sample between

1870 and 1889. The categories represented are: A. Flowers. B. The Urn. C.

ArabesquesNines/Leaves. D. Open Book. E. The Ribbon.
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Flowers or floral designs were the most popular of the five main design classes, these

designs flourishing in the 1880's when over 40% of all gravestones contained some

example of this design category. No other design type was represented in any great

proportion of gravestones at any time. It is worth noting the disappearance of the urn

design after 1929 and arabesque forms after 1949 and the emergence of the ribbon as a

popular decorative motif in the last decade of the study period. It should be

acknowledged that the sample size in this decade, 1950-1959, is very small.

While it is tempting to look for similarities and trends of change in time in gravestone

designs, the present exercise suggests that in the Presbyterian portion of the cemetery at

least, the application of decorative elements was only a significant feature on

gravestones between 1870 and 1890 and where these were present it is their variety

which distinguishes them.

Finally it may be worth considering the occurrence of each of the five most popular

design categories within each gravestone type (see table 12). While urns were only

present in grave monuments that could support a 3 dimensional object, Pedestal Tombs

and Top-Piece Stones, floral motifs were present on a variety of monument types,

being the most popular motif in Headstones and Top-Piece Stones. Arabesques, vines

or leaves were present in most gravestone types while ribbons and open book designs

were present almost exclusively on Plaque and Block grave markers.
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Table 12. The Frequency Distribution of Five Popular design categories within each

Gravestone Type.

Flowers Urn Arabesques/ Open Book Ribbon Sample

Vines/ Size

leaves

Nameplate 0 0 0 0 0 63

Block 5 0 4 1 3 18

Plaque 0 0 1 5 3 22

Wall Plaque 0 0 3 0 0 6

Coped Stone 0 0 0 0 0 3

Headstone 18 0 7 0 0 40

Top-Piece Stone 8 4 5 0 0 19

Pedestal Tomb 5 12 3 0 0 24

3d Cross 1 0 0 1 0 3

Other 3 0 0 1 0 9
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The Inscriptions

In analysis of gravestone inscriptions, two lines of inquiry have been followed. The

first deals with how an inscription was applied to a gravestone while the second

investigates selected aspects of inscription content. It was felt, however, beyond the

scope of the present study to attempt to understand, in any meaningful way, change in

the style in which an inscription was written.

Application Method

Three different ways of applying an inscription to a gravestone have been identified in

the present study. The first has been termed 'Incised' and refers to an inscription being

cut or incised into a gravestone. The second method involved the inscription being

formed in relief, while thirdly, a method was observed involving the attachment of

small metallic letters to holes created in the gravestone. This method has been called the

'Pressed Letter' method. Photographic illustrations of these techniques are provided in

figures 19, 20 and 21. The number of gravestones exhibiting these methods in each

decade is presented in table 13. A graphic representation of this data at bidecadal

intervals is provided in figure 22.

It can be noted that inscriptions formed in relief have a relatively regular frequency

throughout the entire period under consideration, declining only in the 1950's. Incised

inscriptions on the other hand were very popular in the earlier decades sampled,

declining however until the technique experienced a resurgence in the third decade of

the 20th century culminating in the dominance of the method in the last decades under

discussion. The pressed letters method had its peak in popularity between 1890 and

1910 and its life cycle can largely be seen as an inverse of that of the incised method.

Table 14 shows the frequency of each inscription application method used in each

gravestone type. All but one Nameplate displayed an inscription in relief, and while

this was not the most popular method of application on Plaques and Blocks, these types

also featured this method of inscription. Half of all Blocks showed incised inscriptions

and this method of application was utilised in greater proportions to the pressed letter

technique in Headstones, and in similar proportions in Pedestal Tombs.



Figure 19. A gravestone with an incised inscription.
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Figure 20. A gravestone with an inscription applied through pressed letters.

Figure 21. A gravestone with an inscription formed through relief.
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Table 13. The Frequency Distribution of Inscription Application Methods in each Decade.

1858- 1860- 1870- 1880- 1890- 1900- 1910- 1920- 1930- 1940- 1950- Irxleemlnab£ Unknown Total

1859 1869 1879 1889 1899 1909 1919 1929 1939 1949 1959 Deca:1eDac Decae

Dae

Incised 2 19 10 11 9 3 6 1 6 5 4 5 1 82

Pressed Letter 1 4 3 12 10 8 2 3 4 1 1 0 0 49

Relief 0 10 6 11 6 18 2 6 7 3 1 4 1 75

Absent 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
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1950-1959

1930-1949

1910-1929

1890-1909

1870-1889

1858-1869
A B c

Figure 22. Changes in relative frequency of Inscription Application Methods. The

breadth of band A represents 67% of the gravestone sample between 1950 and 1959.

The methods represented are: A. Incised Inscription. B. Pressed Letters Inscription. C.

Relief Inscription.
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Table 14. The Number of Gravestones of each Type containing each Inscription

Application Method.

Incised Pressed Letters Relief Absent

Nameplate 1 0 62 0

Block 9 3 6 0

Plaque 8 10 4 0

Wall Plaque 3 1 2 0

Coped Stone 1 1 0 1

Headstone 25 15 0 0

Top-Piece Stone 15 4 0 0

Pedestal Tomb 13 11 0 0

3d Cross 2 1 0 0

Other 5 3 1 0

It is perhaps more beneficial, however, to consider the association of each application

method with the material the inscription was applied to. Table 15 defines the

proportion of each inscription application method used on each type of inscription face

material. It is apparent that the pressed letters technique was a method used almost

entirely on marble gravestones although this material also lent itself to incised or relief

inscriptions. Incision was the favoured application method in sandstone and concrete

monuments and many granite gravestones, the remainder of granite gravestones

inscribed in relief. It should be noted that the majority of relief inscriptions represented

surnames applied to Nameplates.

Table 15. The distribution of each Inscription Application Method in each type of

inscription face material.

Incised Pressed Letters Relief Absent

Sandstone 10 1 0 1

Concrete 12 0 0 0

Marble 22 48 37 0

Granite 38 0 38 0
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Inscription Form

In most cases, gravestone inscriptions included more than one family member with

details given of a deceased's name, date of birth, date of death and age. Often a

relationship was inferred between one deceased individual and another inscribed on the

gravestone, for instance, "wife of..." or "son of... ''. The obvious exception to these

standards were the Nameplate form of grave markers which displayed only the family

surname. Some characteristics of the form and content of inscriptions are worth closer

examination.

Epitaphs

In the sample of gravestones analysed in the present study, only a minority in any

decade contained an epitaph of any length. The frequency and percentage of

gravestones containing epitaphs in each decade is presented in table 16 and a graphic

representation of this data at bidecadal intervals is provided in figure 23. The period in

which epitaphs were most popular was between 1870 and 1890 when just over 35 % of

the gravestone sample are inscribed with an epitaph. The content of the epitaphs were

generally that of heavenly arrival or reward, of sleep or rest, or of sentiment or eulogy.

The small sample sizes make it difficult to see any pattern of change in the substantive

content of the epitaphs. One must take into account when assessing these figures that

an epitaph may have been inscribed at a later date than when the monument was erected

and the date attributed to the epitaph exists as an estimation.

Nativity Reference

Another characteristic of inscription content explored was the inscribing of a reference

to a deceased's place of nativity alongside their more formal details. The number of

gravestones containing a nativity reference and the decade they were inscribed in is

given in table 16.

The inclusion of a nativity reference appears to have been a characteristic of inscriptions

only in the 19th century and early 20th century. The trait was most popular in the

1860's with a resurgence in the custom occurring in the first decade of the 20th

century. Having said this, when the inscriptions of all individuals on all gravestones in

the sample are taken into account the frequency of individuals inscribed with a nativity

reference is extremely low.
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Table 16. TheNumber andpercentage of Gravestones featuring Epitaphs or Surname Separation and the number of gravestones exhibiting

a Nativity Reference, in each Decade.

1858- 1860- 1870- 1880- 1890- 1900- 1910- 1920- 1930- 1940- 1950- Imei.ID1inabe Unknown Total

1859 1869 1879 1889 1899 1909 1919 1929 1939 1949 1959 DecdeDae Deca:le

Dae

Gravestones with 1 7 8 11 6 5 3 2 3 2 1 2 0 51

Epitaphs

% of Gravestones 33.3 20.6 42.1 32.4 24.0 17.2 30.0 16.7 17.6 22.2 16.7 22.2 0 24.4

with Epitaphs

Inscribed Nativity 0 8 4 3 4 6 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 26

Reference

Gravestones with 0 1 2 0 6 3 1 2 0 0 0 2 0

Surname Separation

% of Gravestones 0 2.9 10.5 0 24.0 10.3 9.1 16.7 0 0 0 25 0

with Surname

Separation
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1950-1959

1930-1949

1910-1929

1890-1909

1870-1889

1858-1869

Figure 23. Change in the frequency of gravestones with Epitaphs. The breadth of the

band at the mid point of 1870-1889 represents 36% of the gravestone sample.
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Surname Separation

The last aspect of gravestone inscription considered was the characteristic of inscribing

a surname on a monument separated from the formal inscription describing the details

of deceased family members. Such a reference usually appears in larger lettering and in

a prominent position on the gravestone. The number and percentage of gravestones in

each decade exhibiting this attribute is given in Table 16 and displayed graphically at

bidecadal intervals in Figure 24. It is clear that this practice took place only in very

small numbers, but was most prevalent in the 1890's when almost 25% of monuments

displayed this feature. The trait appeared no later than 1930.

Finally it is worth considering the prevalence of each of these characteristics, epitaphs,

nativity references and surname separation within each gravestone type (see table 17).

Surname separation was most common in Pedestal Tomb monuments, but appeared on

less than half of these markers, while epitaphs, appearing on most types of gravestone,

were inscribed in larger numbers on those with the most flat space, Headstones and

Top-piece Stones. It is difficult to perceive a relationship between inscriptions

containing nativity references and any particular gravestone type.

Table 17. The Number of Gravestones in each Type featuring an Epitaph, a Nativity

Reference or Surname Separation.

Epitaph Nativity Surname sample size

Reference Separation

Nameplate 0 0 0 63

Block 4 3 1 18

Plaque 2 0 2 22

Wall Plaque 4 0 0 6

Coped Stone 0 0 0 3

Headstone 18 8 0 40

Top-Piece Stone 8 5 I 19

Pedestal Tomb 9 7 10 24

3d Cross 2 1 0 3

Other 4 2 3 9
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1950-1959

1930-1949

1910-1929

1890-1909

1870-1889

1858-1869

Figure 24. Change in the frequency of gravestones exhibiting Surname Separation.

The breadth of the band at the midpoint of 1890-1909 represents 16% of the gravestone

sample.
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Plot Surrounds

One other aspect of material culture in the cemetery is the form of the burial plot

surrounds. A number of different plot surround types were present some of which

may require a brief description. Those plots classified as having no surrounds

contained gravestones which stood on bare land, while stone paved plots consisted of a

concrete paving over the earth. Two forms of wall were observed, one consisting of

concrete ('Stone Wall') the other clad in a red, 'gravelly' stone mix ('Gravel Wall').

The other types observed were iron fences, iron bars and low standing concrete

borders. In some other plots, damage to the plot surround was sufficient that only

stone corner posts remained making it impossible to determine the original form of the

surround. In these cases the plot surround was classified as consisting of 'Post

Remains'. Tables 18 and 19 present the frequency and percentage of each type of plot

surround in each decade, respectively. A low concrete border was generally the most

popular plot surround erected in the cemetery while generally the most elaborate form,

the iron fence, was at the peak of its popularity in the last decade of the 20th century.

After the 1920's a greater proportion of walls were erected.

Patterns of relationship are discernible between plot surrounds and the type of

monument they are associated with (see table 20). Iron fences, generally the most

elaborate plot surrounds were associated with 3 dimensional Pedestal Tomb

monuments while Nameplates were usually placed on or incorporated into stone paved

plots or low concrete borders. A great proportion of walls are associated with the

Plaque form of gravestone.
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Table 18. The Frequency of each Type of PlotSurround Erected in each Decade.

1858- 1860- 1870- 1880- 1890- 1900- 1910- 1920- 1930- 1940- 1950- In:leterrninab~ Unknown Total

1859 1869 1879 1889 1899 1909 1919 1929 1939 1949 1959 ~Dae Decae

Dae

None 0 5 4 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 14

Stone Paved 0 3 2 5 1 8 0 1 5 2 0 4 0 31

Low Concrete 2 10 3 13 6 12 3 6 3 3 4 3 0 68

Border

Iron Bar/s 1 6 2 4 1 3 3 0 1 1 1 0 0 23

IronFences 0 4 4 6 10 3 2 1 0 0 0 1 0 31

Gravel Wall 0 4 1 2 2 0 2 3 5 2 0 1 0 22

Stone Wall 0 0 1 0 2 1 0 1 3 1 0 0 1 10

Only Post 0 1 1 2 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7

Remains

Not Recorded 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 3

Total 3 34 19 34 25 29 10 12 17 9 6 9 2 209
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Table 19. ThePercentage of each Type of PlotSurround Erected in eachDecade.

1858- 1860- 1870- 1880- 1890- 1900- 1910- 1920- 1930- 1940- 1950- In:h:mllnable Unknown

1859 1869 1879 1889 1899 1909 1919 1929 1939 1949 1959 DearleDae Dearle

Dae

None 0 14.7 21.1 5.9 8.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 50.0

Stone Paved 0 8.8 10.5 14.7 4.0 27.6 0 8.3 29.4 22.2 0 50.0 0

Low Concrete 66.7 29.4 15.8 38.2 24.0 41.4 30.0 50.0 17.6 33.3 66.7 37.5 0

Border

Iron Bar/s 33.3 17.6 10.5 11.8 4.0 10.3 30.0 0 5.9 11.1 16.7 0 0

Iron Fences 0 11.7 21.0 17.7 40.0 10.2 20.0 8.3 0 0 0 12.5 0

Gravel Wall 0 11.8 5.3 5.9 8.0 0 20.0 25.0 29.4 22.2 0 0 0

Stone Wall 0 0 5.3 0 8.0 3.4 0 8.3 17.6 11.1 0 0 50.0

Only Post 0 2.9 5.3 5.9 4.0 6.9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Remains

Not Recorded 0 2.9 5.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 16.7 0 0
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Table 20. The Frequency Distribution of Plot Surround Types surrounding each

Gravestone Type.

None Stone Low Iron Iron Gravel Stone Only Not

Paved Concrete Bar/s Fence Wall Wall Post Recorded

Border Remains

Nameplate 1 13 36 1 3 6 3 0 0

Block 1 4 6 2 0 2 1 1 1

Plaque 0 6 7 2 0 5 2 0 0

Wall Plaque 0 0 0 0 0 4 2 0 0

Coped Stone 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1

Headstone 6 3 8 11 6 i 2 0 4 0

Top-Piece Stone 4 2 4 4 4 0 1 0 0

Pedestal Tomb 0 2 3 1 13 1 1 2 1

3d Cross 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0

Other 2 1 1 2 2 1 0 0 0
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Plot Class Associations

Each burial plot in the cemetery was sold at a price that reflected its size and its location

in the cemetery. While this is only a gross measure of monetary status it may be

interesting to explore whether there are differences between the gravestone attributes

selected by owners of more expensive plots (class 1) and those of the less expensive

(class 2) and free plots (class 3). This data was extracted from the Burial Records but it

should be noted that the class of some plots was unobtainable, while after 1930 plots

were usually sold without a class distinction and have been omitted from the present

analysis.

There are notable differences between the gravestones erected in class 1 plots and those

in class 2 plots. The frequency and percentage distribution of gravestone types within

each plot class is given in Table 21. It is apparent that the most conspicuously

expensive monuments, the three dimensional Pedestal Tombs were erected almost

entirely in first Class plots, while a greater proportion of nameplates were erected in

class 2 burial land than in class 1. The small sample of two from the free land, class 3,

were both Nameplates.

Table 21. The Number and Percentage of each Gravestone Type in each Class of Plot.

Class 1 Class 2 Class 3 Unknown Not

Applicable

Freq. % Freq. % Freq. % Freq. Freq.

Nameplate 35 28.7 22 48.9 2 100 0 4

Block 4 3.3 3 6.7 0 0 1 10

Plaques 4 3.3 5 11.1 0 0 0 19

Headstone 29 23.8 10 22.2 0 0 1 0

Top-piece 15 12.3 4 8.9 0 0 0 0

Stone

Pedestal 26 21.3 1 2.2 0 0 0 0

Forms

Other 9 7.4 0 0 0 0 2 1

Total 122 100 45 100 2 100 4 34
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To assess whether different proportions of gravestone types existed within each plot

class at particular times, an analysis of the distribution of gravestone types within each

plot class in each decade took place. Table 22 presents data pertaining to this

distribution while Figure 25 provides a graphic display of these proportions.

Gravestones of plot class 3 were omitted from the analysis due to their small sample

size.

The observation can be made that there was a change in the type of grave marker

erected by purchasers of class 1 burial plots in the first decade of the 20th century. The

small sample size of plot class 2 gravestones in this decade prevents a significant

comparison from being made, however it is possible to note that Nameplates became,

for the first time, a significant option to mark the graves of those buried in first class

plots in the first decade of the 20th century.
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Table 22. The Number of Gravestones of eachType Erected in eachDecade in Class 1 and2 Plots.

1850's 1860's 1870's 1880's 1890's 1900's 1910's 1920's Undefinable

Date

Cl C2 Cl C2 Cl C2 Cl C2 Cl C2 Cl C2 Cl C2 Cl C2 Cl C2

Nameplate 0 0 7 3 2 3 4 7 3 3 15 3 2 0 2 1 0 2

Block 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 2 1

Plaque's 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 2 1 0

Headstone 0 0 6 2 2 0 8 7 5 0 6 0 2 1 0 0 0 0

Top-piece Stone 2 0 6 2 4 1 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Pedestal Form's 0 0 3 0 5 0 3 0 8 1 2 0 2 0 1 0 2 0

Other 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 2 0 0 1 2 0 1 0

Total 2 0 23 8 13 5 18 16 21 4 25 4 8 2 7 3 6 3
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Top-piece Stone Headstone Pedestal Form's Nameplate Plaque Block
1 r L.. I.- L..

1920-1929

1910-1919

1900-1909

1890-1899

1880-1889

1870-1879

1860-1869

1858-1859
I I I I I I I I I I I I L.

0 100% 0 100% 0 100% 0 100% 0 100% 0 100%

Plot Class 1

Top-piece Stone Headstone Pedestal Form's Nameplate Plaque Block

r , 1 "'- [

1920-1929

1910-1919

1900-1909

1890-1899

1880-1889

1870-1879

1860-1869

1858-1859
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
0 100% 0 100% 0 100% 0 100% 0 100% 0 100%

Plot Class 2

Figure 25. The percentage distribution of gravestones of eachtype associated with class 1 and 2 plots.
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Material

There appears to be some differences in the materials used to construct the gravestones

associated with class 1 plots and those used in class 2 plots. Table 23 presents the

number and frequency of gravestones constructed of each material type within each

class of burial plot.

Table 23. The Frequency and Percentage of Gravestones of each Material Type in each

Plot Class.

Class 1 Class 2 Class 3 Not Applicable

Freq. % Freq. % Freq. % Freq.

Sandstone 10 8.1 2 4.4 0 0 0

Concrete 12 9.8 3 6.7 0 0 0

Marble 64 52.0 29 64.4 0 0 8

Granite 37 30.1 11 24.4 2 100 27

From Table 23 it may be noted that the ratio of marble to granite gravestones erected in

class 1 plots (1.7:1) is much lower than that in class 2 (2.6:1). This may suggest that

the erectors of gravestones on more expensive burial land selected granite as a favoured

gravestone material some time before it became more widely used.

Decoration

Some decorative elements are found strictly on gravestones within the domain of first

class burial land. This is due to the virtual restriction of some gravestone types to class

1. For example 3 dimensional obelisks are confined to class 1 plots because they were

mounted on Pedestal Tombs. It is more difficult to discern any decorative forms

representing owners of class 2 burial land but it is worth noting that only 31 % of the

gravestones in class 2 burial plots contain any form of decoration while 56% of

gravestones in first class plots contain a decorative expression.

Inscription

The distribution of gravestones exhibiting each particular inscription application method

is given in table 24. It is difficult to assess the relationship between burial plot class

and inscription method without considering other aspects of the gravestone such as
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material or form. The greater proportion of relief inscriptions in gravestones erected in

class 2 plots may for instance be attributable to the greater proportion of nameplates

erected in these plots. Similarly the greater number of incised inscriptions in class 1

burial plot gravestones may be attributable to the greater proportion of sandstone and

concrete monuments within grounds of this burial class. These considerations will be

discussed further in chapter six.

Table 24. The Frequency and Percentage of Gravestones exhibiting each Inscription

Application Method in each Plot Class.

Class 1 Class 2 Class 3 Unknown Not Applicable

Freq. % Freq. % Freq. % Freq. Freq.

Incised 53 43.1 12 26.7 0 0 2 17

Pressed 30 24.4 12 26.7 0 0 1 6

Relief 40 32.5 21 46.7 2 100 0 0

Absent 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

In other aspects of the gravestone inscription there appears to be little differentiation

between owners of different value burial plots. The number and frequency of

gravestones with epitaphs, a nativity reference or which exhibit surname separation in

each class of burial land are presented in Table 25.

Table 25. The Frequency and Percentage of Gravestones in each Plot Class exhibiting

an Epitaph, a Nativity Reference or Surname Separation.

Class 1 Class 2 Class 3 Unknown Not Applicable

Number Frequency Number Frequency Number Frequency Number Number

Epitaph 34 27.6 9 20.0 0 0 1 7

Nativity 20 16.0 5 11.1 0 0 1 0

Reference

Surname 15 12.2 1 2.2 0 0 0 1

Separation

No great proportion of gravestones erected within any plot class exhibited these traits,

however, a slightly greater proportion of gravestones erected by owners of plot class 1

contained epitaphs and nativity references. It is worth noting also that while only a
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small number of gravestones exhibit surname separation those that do are almost

entirely confined to gravestones placed in first class plots.

Plot Surrounds

Finally, it is worth considering the distribution of each type of plot surround within the

burial plot classes. Data pertaining to this distribution is provided in Table 26.

It can be noted that while equal proportions of most types of plot surrounds can be

observed in both plot class 1 and plot class 2, iron fences appear to be the domain of

owners of first class plots while a greater proportion of second class than first class

plots have no surrounds.

Table 26. The Frequency and Percentage of each Type of Plot Surround in each Plot

Class.

Class 1 Class 2 Class 3 Unknown Not Applicable

Freq. % Freq. % Freq. % Freq. Freq.

None 7 5.7 7 15.6 0 0 0 0

Stone Paved 16 13 5 11.1 1 50 1 8

Low Cone. Border 37 30.1 19 42.2 0 0 1 11

Iron Bar/s 15 12.2 4 8.9 0 0 1 3

Iron Fences 27 21.9 4 8.9 0 0 0 0

Gravel Wall 10 8.1 3 6.7 1 50 0 8

Stone Wall 5 4.1 1 2.2 0 0 0 4

Post Remains 5 4.1 2 4.4 0 0 0 0

Not Recorded 1 0.8 0 0 0 0 1 1

Total 123 100 45 100 2 100 4 35

In the next chapter, we will consider the results as a whole, assessing the relationships

between gravestone attributes in their archaeological context before discussing their

meaning in the social context.
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6. DISCUSSION

The chapter will begin by considering the results of the present study in terms of the

change observed in the physical appearance and composition of the gravestones

occupying the Presbyterian portion of Dunedin's Southern Cemetery between 1858 and

1960. This will essentially be an archaeological description which will be followed by

a social explanation which provides an understanding of change in gravestone form in

terms of the fluid social relations among the living and between the living and the dead

in Dunedin's history. Similarities and contrasts will be noted between the findings of

the present study and others conducted overseas and the limitations of inference of the

present study are discussed.

Gravestone Change in the Presbyterian Portion of the
Southern Cemetery.

Before discussing aspects of change in gravestone form through time, it is worth

reminding ourselves of the shifting frequencies of these characteristics in the 100 year

period under consideration. Figure 26 displays visually these changes and allows easy

comparisons to be made between the proportions of one gravestone type or attribute

with any other in anyone time period.

In the earliest decade of occupation of the Presbyterian portion, a variety of monuments

were erected. A large proportion of these were tablet form headstones while a similar

number bore only the name of the deceased's family on a simple plate and as many

again were 'human sized' classical style monuments bearing a variety of entablature or

dripstones. These latter monuments were largely made from concrete or sandstone, the

dripstone serving stylistically as well as functionally to protect the fragile inscription

face from greater weathering. Other construction materials such as marble and granite

were evident in the cemetery at this time, and were popular for the construction of some

gravestone forms. Granite was transported for monumental purposes from

Preservation Inlet, Stewart Island and the West Coast (Knight and Wales, 1988:48)

while some granite gravestones came from as far as Melbourne, Australia and Aberdeen

in Scotland, presumably already incised (Ockwell, 1995: personal comment). Of the

easily sawn freestones, sandstone was of a more local source while marble may have

come from the Nelson district and overseas. Inscriptions were most commonly incised

into sandstone and concrete monuments but the difficulty of executing a visible

inscription III marble through incision meant another strategy was
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Figure 26. Graphic representation of the frequency's of multiple gravestone traits. The dates range from 1858 at the bottom of each "ship shaped" curve to 1959
at the top. The space within each curve represents the proportion of gravestones exhibiting the trait at any given time within that period. The broader the space
withim the curve, the greater the proportion represented. The apex of curve C4 represents 100% of the sample in 1950-1959. Almost all the gravestones of that
decade were of the Block form. See the tables for precise figures.. '

Traits represented: AI. Top-piece stone form. A2. Headstone form. A3. Pedestal Tomb form. A4. Nameplate form. A5. Plaque Form. A6. Block
form. B1. Height 3'7" - TO" B2.Height> TO". B3. No Height Dimensions. B4. Height < 3'7". Cl. Sandstone stone. C2. Concrete stone. C3. Marble
stone. C4. Granite stone. Dl. Carved decoration. D2. 3D decoration. D3 Relief decoration. D4. Form decoration. D5. Incised decoration. El. Flower/s
design/so E2. Urn design. E3. Arabesques/ Vines/ Leaves designs. E4. Open Book designs. E5. Ribbon design. FI. Incised Inscription. F2. Pressed Letters
Inscription. F3. ReliefInscription. Gl. Epitaph present. Hl. Surname Seperation.
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also employed where metallic letters were pressed into the gravestone. Granite stones

lent themselves to both incision and relief techniques.

Gravestones were family monuments from the cemetery's inception with the burial plot

demarcated from others by a variety of fences, walls or more commonly throughout the

cemeteries occupation, simple, low, concrete borders. While most gravestones

contained no decoration in these early years, those that did exhibited predominantly

carved or sculptured floral motifs. Aspects of the inscriptions such as epitaphs were

also largely unimportant with only a fifth of gravestones expressing a sentiment in this

form in the 1860's, and while the custom of referring to a deceased's place of nativity

in the gravestone inscription was at its most common in these formative years, the

majority remembering their Scottish homeland, the practice was in surprisingly small

numbers.

Between 1870 and 1890 marble became the gravestone construction material of choice

while concrete and sandstone monuments all but exited the cemetery stage. Most

standing stones erected in the cemetery (ie. excluding Nameplates) were of a similar

height as previously, but a greater proportion stood taller than seven feet, larger than

human proportions. Tablet form headstones dominated the landscape while less visible

nameplates were present in similar proportions. An acknowledgment of the

sculpturability of marble may be witnessed in the increased number of 3 dimensional

forms present and in the greater proportion of gravestones displaying decoration.

While carved designs were still popular, they were joined by a growing number of

motifs formed in relief and also 3 dimensional representations such as the urn, or less

frequently, obelisks and statues. A great diversity of decorative elements were

expressed, either carved or in relief, ranging from hands with broken chains, doves,

anchors, shields and wreaths to lilies, sunflowers, roses and a variety of vines, leaves

and foliage, the floral and leafy motifs being the most popular. More than half of all

standing gravestones also bore an epitaph in this period.

The period spanning 1890 and 1909 marks the culmination of a trend taking place in the

cemetery from the 1850's and denotes the beginning of new patterns in gravestone

form. The period marks the last in the over-riding popularity of marble as preferred

gravestone material and the years in which the conflict between conspicuous grave

markers and more discrete forms is played out. It is apparent that Pedestal Tombs were

in a high proportion in the 1890's and low in the first decade of the 20th century while

Nameplates were high in these years and low in the 1900's. This shift in the

proportions of Pedestal Tombs in relation to Nameplates appears to represent a change
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in the gravestone selection patterns of those families willing to spend more in the
cemetery.

The decades spanning the turn of the century also saw changes in gravestone
inscription patterns and the way in which burial plot borders were marked. While the
number of gravestones with epitaphs decreased, a slight resurgence took place in
inscriptions bearing nativity references while one feature largely confined to this period
was the characteristic of separating surnames on the gravestone from other inscribed
details. This trait was usually associated with Pedestal Tomb monuments. The
conspicuousness of some monuments in the 1890's was augmented by an elaborate
plot surround with cast iron fences, many with gates, being popular. The low concrete
border, however, was still the most favoured surround defining more than a third of all
plots in the Presbyterian Portion of the Southern Cemetery at this time.

After 1910 and until the 1930's most gravestone forms already observed in the
cemetery were erected in low numbers. One form however, the plaque, a face of
marble or granite mounted in concrete or in the wall of a plot surround, gained some
ascendancy in popularity during this period. Granite and marble gravestones appeared
in similar proportions while there is some evidence to suggest that granite had already
become the preferred gravestone material among those willing and able to spend money
in the cemetery. Monuments of heterogenous sizes disappear in the cemetery, all grave
markers erected in this period standing less than 3 feet seven inches high.

A new uniformity was expressed in the cemetery in the 1930's, which gathered
momentum up until the end of the time period under consideration, the 1950's. The
plaque was the most popular of the three gravestone forms erected in the 1930's and
1940's, a lesser proportion were small, mainly rectangular, 'blocks' while the
remainder were Nameplates. Three quarters of all gravestones were made
predominantly of granite and decoration was largely absent, at most a ribbon providing
a decorative enhancement to inscriptions. While a large proportion of burial plots were
undifferentiated in the cemetery, a number contained stone walls, many clad in a
reddish gravel, which had an accompanying plaque either set into the wall itself or
mounted in an associated concrete surround. A convergence of grave marker and plot
surround appears to have taken place in these years.

The occupational life span of the Presbyterian portion of the Southern cemetery was
approaching its end in the 1950's. While only a small sample of gravestones were
recorded from this decade, those observed suggest that the inscription face of the
plaque was removed from its concrete or wall mount and returned as a uniformly sized
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rectangular 'block' of polished black granite incised with inscriptions and decorative

motifs due to the nature of the hard stone.

Gravestone Change in its Social Context

The role of gravestones in the context of Dunedin society can be considered in relation

to the position of McGuire (1988) and Pearson (1982) which emphasises the role of

power relations and the ways in which the cemetery serves to give these relations

material reality. In this light explanation of the patterns of change in the Presbyterian

portion of the cemetery is sought in terms of social relations between the living, and

relations between the living and the dead.

Ideology may be viewed as positive, seen as the sum of forms of social consciousness

or as a negative conception serving to mystify real social disparity and aid in its

reproduction. A combination of both of these views, however, reduces the concept of

ideology to that of a tool used by one class to exploit another (Wurst, 1991: 125).

Abercrombie, Hill and Turner (1980) criticise this 'dominant ideology' thesis

suggesting that in many historically documented periods the ideology of the dominant

class has been used to unite this group rather than 'subvert' a subordinate class who in

turn either reject or reinterpret that ideology (cited Wurst, 1991:126). Following

McGuire (1988) and Wurst (1991), the present study takes the position that ideology is

that subset of culture that is involved in power relations. This avoids an

instrumentalist, mechanistic view and makes it possible to acknowledge that different

ideological situations will involve different sets of power relations, and that different

ideologies can exist side by side (Wurst, 1991: 126). Having said this, McGuire

(1988:467) acknowledges that the source of most of the ideological statements madein

the cemetery reflect the general trends of the dominant ideology in society, the dominant

ideology in this case being that of the wealthier classes.

The Southern cemetery opened a decade after the settlement of Dunedin, and the land in

the Presbyterian portion contains many of the first settlers and their community leaders,

the great majority hailing from Scotland. That the cemetery was constructed along

denominational lines suggests that religion united peoples in the 1850's, and created

'outsiders' and 'others'. For Presbyterians, the portion of the cemetery set aside for

their burial places was the most accessible, visible and on the highest land, and the

primacy of their faith was secured in the name given to their area, the "General

Portion".
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An early form of gravestone occupying the landscape was probably similar to the

'''Man-sized' sandstone tablets of the 18th and 19th century Scots Presbyterians

[which] may have the vital records of 20 or more deceased inscribed on a single face"

reported by Dethlefsen (1981: 140). This familial and/or economic orientation of the

Scots is in evidence in the early decades of the Southern cemetery, with sandstone and

concrete monuments of this height, devoted to a number of family members, being

popular. Other links to the homeland are less easy to discern. Reference to a

deceased's place of nativity was marked on only a small number of gravestones but a

large proportion of those that do occur derive from the early decades of the cemetery's

usage.

Through the 1870's and 1880's wealthy families began to differentiate themselves more

through the material culture erected in the cemetery. A variety of tall, 3 dimensional,

lavishly sculptured monuments, invariably containing decorative motifs, were erected

surrounded by elaborate fences or walls. The disparity of affluence in society was

given a material, visual reality in the cemetery, the social competition reaching its peak

in the 1890's.

Many of the wealthy who marked their family grave with exclusive 3 dimensional

monuments, conspicuous by their size and value (probably costing in excess of

thousands of dollars in modern terms (Ockwell, 1995: Pers. Corn.)), were making

statements to legitimate their monetary wealth, status, and culture. The

monumentalisation of classical, ancient Egyptian and Gothic styles paid reference to

"the dignity and splendour of past civilisations and [gave] an implicit legitimation of the

current social order in terms of those values" (Pearson, 1982:106-107). The memorials

they erected were monuments to success, references to progress and prosperity as the

outcomes of capitalist expansion. The cemetery at this time was participating in and

legitimating the ideology of Social Darwinism.

People erected gravestones in the Presbyterian portion of the Southern cemetery in the

19th century knowing that they would be seen, discussed and remarked on. The reality

created in the cemetery by the competing grave monuments emphasised the inequalities

in the community. The system of inequality was naturalised through reference to

individual success and the social determinants of success such. as education, inheritance

or social connections were denied in a social environment which stressed that success

lay in the characteristics of individuals. This ideology, known as Social Darwinism,

was sanctioned in the cemetery landscape by the visibility given to success and

'failure', the material culture creating an 'objective' reality, making evident the

differences between those of ability and character who had succeeded and those who
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had failed on account of their own misgivings. Primarily success was placed at the

hands of the male patriarch of the family and the final statement of his accomplishments

may be seen in the large monument which honoured the family surname.

After much organisation of workers against harsh working conditions and the attitudes

of employers and the wealthy, New Zealanders saw in the 1890's the birth of

egalitarian politics in the policies implemented by the first Liberal government. The

policies provided the foundation of the social welfare system in New Zealand, this

movement taking place some time earlier than in America and Britain. The Liberal

government concerned itself with ensuring social mobility and while the social

hierarchy was only levelled on the surface the wealthy nonetheless became less publicly

conspicuous (Hamer, 1990: 132). New Zealanders were reported to "distrust

distinction, dislike brilliance and doubt originality. Their idol in these years was

honest, wholesome mediocrity" (Reeves, 1924:302).

The cemetery was active in promoting this new egalitarian ideology by providing an

environment where both the values expressed by the wealthy in the late 19th century

and those of the egalitarian ethos would exist side by side, the contrast of the material

culture giving a reality to the new principles being espoused. The increased popularity

of the most inconspicuous form of grave marker, the Nameplate bearing only the family

surname, in the first decade of the 1900's, may have occurred most saliently amongst

those members of society who invested most in the burial plot bought for their family.

There was a reluctance on the part of the wealthy to elevate the competition in the

cemetery in the wake of the new egalitarian ethos, and many community members

opted for the most discrete memorial option open to them, the nameplate. As in other

areas of society, death was no longer a platform for self advertisement and by erecting

inconspicuous gravestones class distinctions in the cemetery were denied through the

visible reduction in the material reality given to social stratification. While some

conspicuous monuments continued to be erected, the modern era in the cemetery was

ushered in this decade.

While the Nameplate had been a popular feature in the Presbyterian portion of the

Southern cemetery from its opening, by memorialising only the family surname these

grave markers recognised particularly the male patriarch of the family and, at least in

this aspect of culture associated with death, potentially silenced generations of women

and children after death in the cemetery. The failure of the nameplate form as a

memorial to all family members may have influenced its decline in popularity after 1910

in the self-consciously democratic society. The plaque form, which became popular

after the 1920's may represent a fusion of aspects of the Nameplate form, its simplicity
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and lack of distinction, with the functional characteristics of a small headstone, the

capacity to memorialise a number of individual family members on the stone. The

lower expense of the plaque, merely a thin slate of stone set in concrete, when

compared to a tablet headstone, may have provided a functional, economic,

uncompetitive, more egalitarian option of grave marker. Some families did however

distinguish their plaque by combining it with a stone wall surrounding their burial plot.

While the movement toward the simpler, less distinctive gravestone had begun in the

decade prior, the horror and reality of death in great numbers in the first world war had

ensured that self advertisement in the cemetery would have been looked upon with

disdain. Partly for these reasons, the effects of the great social leveller, the depression

of the 1930's, are more difficult to see in the cemetery. Expressing an even greater

degree of uniformity in size and shape however were the polished black granite blocks

which became popular in the 1950's. The visible contrast they provided with the large

marble monuments of past wealth continued to emphasise that the modem egalitarian

society was a reality.

From the first decade of the 20th century the Presbyterian portion of the Southern

cemetery had participated in an ideology which stressed that a greater equality existed in

society, that change had taken place and society no longer advanced some people over

others as was evident in the late 19th century cemetery. It is possible this picture was

not as clear as in other cemeteries such as Anderson's Bay or Green Island where new

areas of burial land were developed in the 20th century, close to but separated from

19th century areas, and dominated by more regular, standardised grave markers.

Knowledge of these modem cemetery landscapes would have affected how the

Southern Cemetery was viewed by the casual observer, and the contrast of these new

burial grounds with the spectacle of the overgrown necropolis of the past, now

enveloped by the expanding urban city and hidden from view, may have reinforced

even more the egalitarian ethos in the minds of the 20th century community.

So far we have considered change in gravestone form in terms of social relations

between the living. Now we will discuss the relations between the living and the dead

which may account for aspects of the observed pattern. As McGuire (1988:473) has

stressed, the cemetery contains statements about ideology and about death, both of

which must. exist non-oppositionally in the cemetery, and we must endeavour to

understand this harmony. The lack of documentary research into the shifting attitudes

toward death in New Zealand society means that for our present purpose material

statements observed in the Presbyterian portion of the Southern cemetery are viewed in

terms of change in western attitudes toward death in general.
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The 19th century cemetery was a bridge that connected the living and the dead, an

endless home for the family where, through visitation, a physical link amongst living

and dead family members was maintained (Fallows, 1885; cited by McGuire,

1988:472). In place of this natural process of transition in the Victorian period, death

in the 20th century came to be viewed as the end of a living person and their recognition

after death faded (Pearson, 1982: 111). This may be partly explained by the increased

use of hospitals to house the dead, medical intervention to prolong life as long as

possible and the decline in death rate, especially among children, which combined to

recreate death as a medical failure rather than a natural process, by removing the reality

of death from normal experience (McGuire, 1988:472; Pearson, 1982: 111). The

increase in secular ideologies of death and the corresponding reduction in afterlife

beliefs has relegated the corpse to a piece of unwanted matter to be disposed of as

hygienically and efficiently as possible (Pearson, 1982:110). The gravestones erected

in the Presbyterian portion of the Southern cemetery in the 20th century suggests

people were attempting to deal with death by denying it and removing it from the living,

the ongoing relationship with the dead maintained by the customs of the living in

Victorian times may have been seen as gruesome and wasteful in this new environment.

Often cited as the greatest expression of the denial of death or of inconspicuousness on

the occasion of death is cremation which grew rapidly in the 20th century in the

Dunedin area (see figure 26). By the end of the period under consideration, the

1950's, cremation accounted for 35% of all body deposition in the Dunedin area. This

figure was probably higher in Presbyterian families, as the total includes the Catholic

community who still adhered strongly to burial. These figures reinforce even more the

decline in the use of death as an occasion for social advertisement or for long term

material memorialisation.

The western celebration of death, the honouring of self achievement and the ideology of

Social Darwinism combined to create a consistent picture in the late 19th century

cemetery. Similarly, the denial of death in the first half of the 20th century was

consistent with the denial of social inequality which characterised this period and was

made evident in the presbyterian burial ground of the Southern cemetery. This

ideological shift from mystification based on naturalisation to one based on denial in

the 20th century represents a fundamental cultural shift (McGuire, 1988:471).
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Figure 27. The growth of cremation and the decline of burials in Dunedin.
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Finally, it is worth briefly considering Cannon's (1989) thesis which sees mortuary

expression as "explicable in terms of cyclical change in display ostentation"

(1989:437). Cannon suggests social flux and status uncertainty in England in the 18th

and 19th centuries defined a need for symbols to express status and status aspirations.

Grave monuments were capable of conveying high status but lost this capacity when "a

multiplicity of competing and emulating forms" cluttered the landscape and higher

status individuals moved toward restraint in the cemetery, elaborate mortuary display

becoming increasingly associated with individuals of lower status categories (Cannon,

1989:441-442).

In the Presbyterian portion of the Southern Cemetery, a period of elaboration in

mortuary expression was followed by a period of restraint, there is little, however, to

suggest that the shift toward less conspicuous memorials in the cemetery was a strategy

of the wealthy to maintain social distinctions. While the data used in the present study

leaves little chance of identifying other than monetary status distinctions, significant

emulation of the more conspicuous monuments by individuals of lower monetary status

categories does not appear to have taken place. Having said this, it is possible that a

large elaborate monument's ability to attract attention in the increasingly crowded

cemetery of the late 19th century deemed them potentially redundant as tools of social

competition. That the time period in which the movement away from conspicuous

monuments toward simpler memorials in the Presbyterian portion of the cemetery

corresponds with a period of prominent awareness of an egalitarian ethos that was

purported to define New Zealand society, suggests that it would be wrong to deny the

communicative attributes of the grave markers as assertions of these principles.

Indeed, if the notion that a distinct shift in gravestone style toward less conspicuous or

self proclaiming grave markers in the early 1900's is true, the idea that the cemetery is

dynamic in communicating ideological messages is borne out. The patterns observed in

the Presbyterian portion of the Southern Cemetery support the thesis of McGuire

(1988) that a similar process occurred in America in the late 1920's and early 1930's

reflective of the broader shift in ideology toward egalitarian ideals which characterised

America in this period. These findings suggest that it would be wrong to think of

gravestones in a purely functional manner, solely as the outcome of change in material'

availability or chaotic cultural turbulence as suggested by Dethlefsen (1992).
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7. CONCLUSIONS

An investigation was conducted into the changes observed in the appearance of

gravestones erected in the Presbyterian portion of the Southern cemetery, Dunedin,

New Zealand. Attention was paid to the functional characteristics of the gravestones

but emphasis was placed on the influence of relations between the living and relations

between the living and the dead on the type of grave monuments selected during the

100 year period following the opening of the cemetery. It is proposed that the cemetery

participated first in the ideology of Social Darwinism in the 19th century, and

subsequently the ideology of egalitarianism in the 20th century, and the results may

support similar trends observed in New York (McGuire 1988) and England (Pearson,

1982). Where the observations of the present study may differ is in the time period in

which the change associated with this transition of ideology's took place.

New Zealand in the 1890's saw changes in the outward appearance of inequality in

society. Social policies were implemented by the first Liberal government which aimed

at social mobility. Welfare measures and material conditions for workers were

improved and egalitarian values were championed by the government. Griffen (1986)

called for community studies which spanned the two periods where egalitarian policies

aimed at a degree of social levelling were implemented, the 1890's and the mid 1930's,

to assess whether a reduction in visible social stratification and a strengthening of an

egalitarian ethos in behaviour and institutions took place at these times (Griffen,

1986:122). The gravestones erected in the Presbyterian portion of the Southern

cemetery gave reality to the egalitarian ethos dominating society at the turn of the

century with a visible reduction in the material differences that denoted success which

had characterised the social competition which had taken place in preceding decades.

The movement toward less conspicuous monuments in the cemetery in the early 1900's

may possibly reflect the potential redundancy of large grave markers as symbols

employed for purposes of status intensification in a cemetery which was becoming

crowded with competing forms. The correlation of this shift with New Zealand's

outwardly vocal promotion of an egalitarian ethos, however, suggests that we should

not deny the communicative role these newly erected grave markers played in this

ideology through their contrast with the monuments of the late 19th century. The denial

of death that characterised western attitudes toward death in the 20th century also

reinforced the continued selection of less conspicuous, more uniform gravestones in the

Presbyterian portion of the Southern cemetery, as the dead became more faintly

recognised in the eyes of the living. Gravestones also came to represent more equally
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women and men in the cemetery as the tendency to honour the male patriarch on the

grave monument was reduced and the custom of marking a grave with only a family

surname, and in doing so failing to memorialise women and children in the cemetery

after death, declined.

In considering the interpretation given of change in the gravestones that occupy the

Presbyterian portion of the Southern cemetery, the influences of two aspects of the

procedure forming these conclusions must be evaluated. Firstly, determining the time

period in which the patterns of change observed in the cemetery took place is reliant on

the ascription of dates to the gravestone artefact. In the present study the dates given to

most gravestones were based on the date of death of the earliest deceased individual

inscribed on the marker. It has been suggested that a time lag may have existed

between the death of a family member and the erection of a gravestone by some

families. While it is difficult to assess whether this time lag existed, this consideration

suggests we should concern ourselves with gravestone change at greater time periods

than decades, allowing for a degree of lag to exist between the death of an individual

and the erection of a monument. Having said this, the shift in memorialisation toward

more discrete grave markers proposed to have taken place the first decade of the 20th

century, may be justified by the fact that the shift in selection patterns took place in the

most expensive grave plots in the cemetery, plots which had previously been associated

with the most conspicuous monuments. It is felt that families willing to spend more on

purchasing a family plot would have been likely to erect a grave marker soon after the

death of a family member.

Secondly, the interpretation offered is based on the evaluation of 207 gravestones. The

conclusions offered would be more secure if a larger sample size, especially in those

decades where the most abrupt changes appear to have taken place, was considered.

Similarly, the recording of a greater number of monuments erected in less expensive

plots would allow for more critical comparison's to be made between the changing

selection patterns of those families purchasing expensive burial plots and other families

in the community.

The interpretation offered in the present study supports recent discussions of the role of

power relations in creating material culture and the role of material culture in recreating

power relations (Beaudry et aI, 1991; McGuire, 1992). That a reduction of visible

social stratification took place in the Presbyterian portion of the Southern cemetery at a

time when egalitarian principles were being espoused, reinforces the view that material

culture exists as an active participant in social relations, its potential to be manipulated

to further individual or group values or disguise real contradictions that exist in society,
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a factor defining its form. Ideology, then, as that subset of culture involved in power

relations (Wurst, 1991), may be an important consideration in interpreting

archaeological material, especially in historically documented societies where a rich

contextual base allows the testing of archaeological data against documentary records,

and vice versa. In New Zealand, Smith (1990) has called for historical archaeology to

delve more into the material remains of Europeans in New Zealand's past, and

identified a need for a greater number of theoretically based contributions. The present

study has contributed to our understanding of one ethnic group in New Zealand's

history and identified ideology as an important consideration when interpreting

European's past's in New Zealand. Ideology, especially as it relates to the capitalist

expansion and the colonisation of New Zealand, may provide a useful focus to future

studies in historical archaeology.

The present study acts as a starting point for further investigation's into the material

culture of Dunedin, Otago and New Zealand cemetery's. It identifies patterns of

change taking place over a 100 year period in gravestones and their surrounds erected

by predominantly Presbyterian families and allows for new lines of inquiry to be

followed. The general trends and patterns of change identified allow for analyses to be

undertaken of individual discrete gravestone attributes in the knowledge of some of the

factors which may affect their form. Secondly, the present study, by concentrating on

essentially one ethnic group in the cemetery, opens the path for comparisons to be made

with gravestones of other ethnic or religious communities in New Zealand. Lastly, the

results of the present study could be used to provide a comparative base with which to

assess similarities and differences between gravestone change in rural cemeteries in

Otago and that taking place in the urban context identified in the present study.
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APPENDIX I



SECTlON PLOT DECADE FACES PIECES HBGHT 1YPE MATERIAL DESIGN APP'S DESIGN FORMS INSC.AP. INSC.FORM PLOTSURROUND PLOTCLASS

2 1 1920's 1 2 1 '1 0' Plaque Marble F a:B PRESSED S3 STONEWALL 1
2 2 1920's 2 1 3'7" Block Granite NIL NIL RBJEF S3 LOWCONC.B 1

-~~--- -~----'"~-_._._--_..

2 3 1930's 2 1 3'5" Block Granite R F INCISED NIL GRAVEL WALL NOTAPPLICABLE

2 5 1890's 4 > 2 11 '0" Pedestal Tomb Granite 3D U INCISED N,SS IRON FENCE 1

5 1 1860's 2 > 2 6'4" Top-Piece Stone Concrete C O,F INCISED E IRON BARlS 1

5 2 1890's 2 1 5' 1 " Headstone Marble R AVL PRESSED NIL LOWCONC.B 1

5 3 1870's 2 > 2 6'7" Top-Piece Stone Concrete C AVL INCISED NIL LOWCONC.B 1

5 5 1920's 2 1 3'2" War Stone Granite R 0 INCISED NIL LOWCONC.B 1

5 8 1860's 2 2 4'9" Top-Piece Stone Sandstone NIL NIL PRESSED NIL STONEPAVED 1

5 12 1860's 2 > 2 4'7" Top-Piece Stone Sandstone NIL NIL INCISED NIL NIL 1

5 14 Unknown 2 1 3'6" Other Sandstone NIL NIL INCISED NIL NIL 1

5 16 1880's 2 1 6' 1 " Headstone Marble R F INCISED NIL IRONBARlS 1

5 18 1860's 2 2 6'5" Top-Piece Stone Concrete C F INCISED N NIL 1

5 19 1860's 2 1 5'0" Headstone Sandstone C 0 INCISED E,N, IRON FENCE 1
5 17i 1860's 2 1 5'6" Headstone Marble R F INCISED NIL IRONBARlS 1
5 17ii 1870's 4 > 2 6'0" Pedestal Tomb Granite R AVL INCISED E,SS IRON FENCE 1

8 16 1870's 4 > 2 10'4" Pedestal Tomb Marble 3D,C O,F PRESSED NIL IRON FENCE 1

8 18 1860's 1 2 o Nameplate Marble NIL NIL RBJEF NIL LOWCONC.B 1

8 22 1870's 2 1 4'0" Headstone Sandstone NIL NIL INCISED NIL NIL 1
11 1 1890's 4 > 2 TO" Pedestal Tomb Marble 3D,C U,O PRESSED E GRAVEL WALL 1

11 2 1860's 2 1 T 1 " Headstone Granite C,R 0 INCISED E GRAVEL WALL 1

11 6 1860's 2 1 5'3" Headstone Marble NIL NIL INCISED E IRONBARlS 1

11 71910's 2 1 5'8" Headstone Granite F 0 INCISED NIL IRON BARlS 1

11 8 1940's 2 1 3'5" Block Granite I F RBJEF NIL GRAVEL WALL NOTAPPLICABLE

11 10 1870's 2 > 2 6'8" Top-Piece Stone Granite R F INCISED E,N, IRONBARlS 1

11 11 1880's 4 > 2 9'0" Pedestal Tomb Marble 3D,C U,O PRESSED NIL STONEPAVED 1

11 12 1880's 1 2 1 '6" Plaque Granite NIL NIL RBJEF NIL IRON BARlS 1

11 13 1880's 2 1 6'6" Headstone Marble C F INCISED NIL LOWCONC.B 1

11 14 1890's 4>2 2'5" Other Marble C 0 PRESSED E,SS IRON FENCE 1

11 15 1890's 2 2 3'10" Other Marble F,C O,F PRESSED E IRON FENCE 1

11 02b 1890's 4 > 2 8'2" 3d Cross Marble 3D C INCISED N GRAVEL WALL 1

11 03a 1860's 4 > 2 6'4" Pedestal Tomb Granite NIL NIL INCISED E IRONBARlS 1



SEGnON PLOT DECADE FACES PIECES HEIGHT 1YPE MATERIAL DESIGN APP'S DESIGN FORMS INSC.AP. INSC.FORM PLOTSURROUND PLOTCLASS
11 03b 1910's 2 1 i: 9" Block Marble R AVL PRESSED NIL IRONBARlS 1
11 03c 1900's 2 1 l' 10" Headstone Marble R AVL PRESSED E IRONBARlS 1
17 1 1860's 1 2 o Nameplate Marble NIL NIL REIJEF NIL LOWCONC.B 1
17 4 1900's 1 2 o Nameplate Granite NIL NIL REIJEF NIL STONEPAVED 1
17 5 1950's 2 1 2'5" Block Granite NIL NIL INCISED E LOWCONC.B NOTAPPLICABLE
17 6 1860's 1 2 o Nameplate Granite NIL NIL REIJEF NIL LOWCONC.B 1
17 8 1950's 2 1 2'8" Block Granite I OPB,F INCISED NIL LOWCONC.B NOT APPLICABLE
17 10 1860's 1 2 o Nameplate Granite NIL NIL REIJEF NIL GRAVEL WALL 1
17 01a 1880's 1 2 o Nameplate Marble NIL NIL REIJEF NIL LOWCONC.B 1
17 04b 1860's 1 2 o Nameplate Granite NIL NIL RBJEF NIL STONEPAVED 1
20 1 1930's 1 2 1 '1 0" Plaque Granite NIL NIL INCISED NIL GRAVEL WALL NOT APPLICABLE
20 9 1860's 1 2 0 ~am~plat~__ Granite NIL NIL REIJEF NIL GRAVEL WALL 1------,.... .-,_.._--_.,----- -_.,.,-_._~-_._-~._-_.._---- -------- -_.~

34 1 1890's 2 1 6'0" Headstone Marble R,C F PRESSED E IRON FENCE 1
40 1 indeterminable 4 > 2 7'10" Pedestal Tomb Marble 3D U INCISED E,SS LOWCONC.B 1
40 2 1870's 1 2 o Nameplate Marble NIL NIL REIJEF NIL STONEWALL 1
40 3 1870's 4>2 8'0" Pedestal Tomb Concrete 3D, I U,O INCISED E NOTREC. 1
40 8 1930's 1 2 l' 10" Plaque Granite NIL NIL REIJEF NIL LOWCONC.B NOT APPLICABLE

40 12 1890's 4>2 13'0" Pedestal Tomb Granite 3D, I U,AVL INCISED N,SS POSTS 1
40 20 1930's 2>2 2'0" Other Marble NIL NIL INCISED E IRONBARlS NOT APPLICABLE
40 23 1890's 4> 2 6'0" Pedestal Tomb Marble 3D U PRESSED N IRON FENCE 1
45 3 1860's 2 1 6'7" Headstone Granite NIL NIL INCISED N IRON FENCE 1
45 4 1860's 2 > 2 5'3" Top-Piece Stone Sandstone C 0 INCISED N IRONBARlS 1
45 6 1870's 4>2 not rec Pedestal Tomb Marble 3D,C O,F PRESSED N,SS IRON FENCE 1

45 7 1900's 4>2 2'0" Coped stone Marble F C PRESSED NIL IRON FENCE 1
45 8 1860's 2>2 1'1 0" Other Marble NIL NIL PRESSED NIL GRAVEL WALL 1

45 9 1860's 2 > 2· 4'7" Top-Piece Stone Sandstone C O,F INCISED NIL IRON FENCE 1

45 10 1890's 4 > 2 9'10" Pedestal Tomb Marble 3D,C O,F PRESSED 83 IRON FENCE 1

45 11 1860's 4>2 9'0" Pedestal Tomb Marble 3D,C U,O PRESSED E IRON FENCE 1

45 13 1900's 2 1 4'7" Headstone Marble NIL NIL PRESSED NIL POSTS 1

45 14 1910's 2 1 5' 10" Headstone Granite R,I AVL INCISED NIL LOWCONC.B 1

45 15 1870's 1 2 o Nameplate Granite NIL NIL REIJEF NIL GRAVEL WALL 1

45 16 1870's 1 2 o Nameplate Granite NIL NIL REIJEF NIL STONEPAVED 3



SECTlON PLOT DECADE FACES PIECES HBGHT 1YPE MATERIAL DESIGN APP'S DESIGN FORMS INSC.AP. INSC.FORM PLOT SURROUND PLOT CLASS
45 25 indeterminable 2 1 1'6" Block Marble I F, AVL RBJEF NIL STONE PAVED 1
45 27 1910's 1 2 o Nameplate Marble NIL NIL RBJEF NIL LOWCONC.B 1
45 29 1890's 2 1 4'7" Headstone Granite I 0 INCISED NIL NIL 1
45 30 1850's 2>2 6'0" Top-Piece Stone Sandstone NIL NIL INCISED NIL LOWCONC.B 1
45 31 1870's 2> 2 7'6" Top-Piece Stone Sandstone C,R AVL, F INCISED N STONE PAVED 1
45 32 1930's 1 2 o Nameplate Granite NIL NIL RBJEF NIL STONE PAVED NOTAPPLICABLE
45 08b 1930's 1 2 1'9" Plaque Marble F CHl PRESSED NIL GRAVEL WALL NOTAPPLICABLE
45 21a 1900's 1 2 o Nameplate Marble NIL NIL RBJEF NIL LOWCONC.B 1
45 21b 1860's 1 2 o Nameplate Marble NIL NIL RBJEF NIL LOWCONC.B 1
45 27a 1860's 2 1 6'2" Headstone Sandstone NIL NIL INCISED N LOWCONC.B 1
48 3 1860's 2 1 2'5" Block Marble NIL NIL PRESSED N POSTS 2
48 7 1860's 1 2 o Nameplate Granite NIL NIL RBJEF NIL LOWCONC.B 2
48 8 1900's 1 2 1'2" Plaque Marble NIL NIL PRESSED NIL LOWCONC.B 2
50 1 1850's 2 1 3'2" Block Marble NIL NIL PRESSED E LOWCONC.B UNKNOWN
50 2 1860's 2 1 3' 11" Headstone Concrete NIL NIL INCISED NIL NIL 2
50 8 1860's 2>2 4'6" Top-Piece Stone Concrete C O,F INCISED E LOWCONC.B 2
50 9 1860's 2>2 5' 10" Top-Piece Stone Concrete F 0 INCISED S3 NIL 2
50 10 1860's 4>2 2'0" Coped stone Sandstone NIL NIL ABSENT NIL NOTREC. UNKNOWN
50 11 1920's 1 2 o Nameplate Marble NIL NIL RBJEF NIL LOWCONC.B 2
50 12 1870's 2 1 3'5" Block Sandstone NIL NIL INCISED E, N, NIL 2
50 21 1860's 2 1 3'11" Headstone Sandstone NIL NIL INCISED N NIL 2
50 26 1860's 2 1 4'3" Headstone Marble R,C O,F INCISED NIL IRON BARlS UNKNOWN
50 29 1930's 1 2 2'0" Plaque Marble I R PRESSED NIL STONE PAVED NOTAPPLICABLE
50 30 1860's 1 2 o Nameplate Granite NIL NIL RBJEF NIL LOWCONC.B 2
50 32 1860's 1 2 o Nameplate Marble NIL NIL RBJEF NIL LOWCONC.B 2
54 1 1930's 2 1 1'3" Block Granite I R RBJEF NIL STONE PAVED NOTAPPLICABLE

54 6 1940's 1 2 o Nameplate Granite NIL NIL RBJEF NIL LOWCONC.B NOTAPPLICABLE
54 9 1940's 1 2 2'0" Plaque Granite NIL NIL INCISED NIL GRAVEL WALL NOTAPPLICABLE
54 12 1890's 1 2 o Nameplate Marble NIL NIL RBJEF NIL LOWCONC.B 2
54 13 1890's 1 2 o Nameplate Granite NIL NIL RBJEF NIL IRON BARlS 2
54 23 1900's 1 2 o Nameplate Marble NIL NIL RBJEF NIL STONE PAVED 2
54 27 indeterminable 2 1 1'5" Block Granite I AVL INCISED NIL STONE PAVED 2



SECTION PLOT DECADE FACES PIECES HBGHf 1YPE MATERIAL DESIGN APP'S DESIGN FORMS INSC.AP. INSC.FORM PLOT SURROUND PLOT CLASS
58 6 1890's 4 > 2 9'7" PedestalTomb Marble 3D,C O,F PRESSED NIL IRON FENCE 2
58 71910's 4>2 9'10" PedestalTomb Granite 3D, I U,O INCISED NIL IRON FENCE 1
58 14 1880's 1 2 o Nameplate Marble NIL NIL RBJEF NIL LOWCONC.B 2
58 15 Unknown 1 2 o Nameplate Marble NIL NIL RBJEF NIL STONEWALL 2
58 19 1910's 2 1 6'6" Headstone Granite F 0 INCISED E IRONBARlS 2
60 2 1860's 2 > 2 10'0" Other Granite C OPB,O INCISED N STONE PAVED UNKNOWN
60 3 1870's 2 > 2 8'0" Top-Piece Stone Concrete C O,AVL INCISED E NIL 1

60 5 1890's 4 > 2 3'2" Other Concrete 3D,C, O,F INCISED N,SS NIL 1
60 6 1890's 4 > 2 l' 8" Coped stone Concrete F C INCISED NIL LOWCONC.B 1

60 7 1860's 4>2 10'0" PedestalTomb Concrete 3D, I U,O INCISED N LOWCONC.B 1

60 8 indeterminable 4 > 2 8'0" PedestalTomb Granite NIL NIL INCISED NIL IRON FENCE 1

60 12 1880's 2 > 2 8'0" Top-Piece Stone Marble 3D,C U,F,O PRESSED E IRON FENCE 1

60 14 1850's 2 2 3'9" Top-Piece Stone Concrete NIL NIL INCISED N IRONBARlS 1

60 10a 1880's 4 > 2 7'2" 3d Cross Marble 3D,C C,F INCISED E IRON FENCE 1
63 1 indeterminable 1 2 3'2" WallPlaque Granite NIL NIL RBJEF E GRAVEL WALL NOTAPPLICABLE
69 1 1940's 1 2 1'0" Plaque Granite NIL NIL INCISED NIL STONE PAVED NOTAPPLICABLE
69 2 1870's 1 2 o Nameplate Granite NIL NIL RBJEF NIL LOWCONC.B 2
69 12 1870's 1 2 o Nameplate Marble NIL NIL RBJEF NIL LOWCONC.B 2
73 1 1920's 2 1 3'0" War Stone Granite R 0 INCISED NIL LOWCONC.B NOTAPPLICABLE
75 1 1930's 1 2 o Nameplate Granite NIL NIL RBJEF NIL GRAVEL WALL NOTAPPLICABLE
75 2 1900's 1 2 o Nameplate Marble NIL NIL RBJEF NIL LOWCONC.B 1
75 3 1900's 2 1 5'7" Headstone Marble R,C F,O PRESSED N POSTS 1
75 4 1900's 1 2 o Nameplate Marble NIL NIL RBJEF NIL LOWCONC.B 1

75 04b 1940's 1 2 o Nameplate Marble NIL NIL RBJEF NIL LOWCONC.B NOTAPPLICABLE

83 2 1890's 4 > 2 6'4" Pedestal Tomb Granite R AVL INCISED E,SS IRON FENCE 1

83 4 1880's 2 1 6'3' Headstone Marble R F PRESSED NIL POSTS 1

83 5 1870's 2 1 4'5" Headstone Marble F C INCISED E IRONBARlS 1

84 2 1880's 1 2 o Nameplate Marble NIL NIL RBJEF NIL LOWCONC.B 1

84 3 1880's 1 2 o Nameplate Marble NIL NIL RBJEF NIL LOWCONC.B 1

84 6 1920's 2 2 not rec Other Marble F 0 RBJEF E LOWCONC.B 1
---

88 1 1920's 1 2 2'0" Plaque Granite NIL NIL INCISED NIL GRAVEL WALL 2

88 4 1930's 2 1 2'7" Block Granite R,I AVL, R RBJEF E STONEWALL NOTAPPLICABLE



SECTION PLOT DECADE FACES PIECES HEIGHT TYPE MATERIAL DESIGN APP'S DESIGN FORMS INSC.AP. INSC.FORM PLOTSURROUND PLOTCLASS
._-~----

88 6 1870's 4>2 8'8 Pedestal Tomb Concrete 3D 0 INCISED E POSTS 1

88 7 1870's 1 2 o Nameplate Granite NIL NIL RBJEF NIL NIL 2

88 8 1900's 4 > 2 12'2" Pedestal Tomb Granite 3D, I, R O,F INCISED N,SS STONE PAVED 1

89 1 1930's 1 2 3'4" Wall Plaque Granite R AVL INCISED E STONEWALL NOT APPLICABLE

92 2 1930's 1 2 2'7" Plaque Granite NIL NIL INCISED NIL STONEWALL NOT APPLICABLE

101 1 1880's 2 1 5' 1 " Headstone Marble g,R E,_O~____ PRESSED E,.!i, ______ STONE PAVED 2
---~---- ----~_._---~---_._._----- ---~.__.._._--_. __ ._-- ~

101 2 1880's 2 1 5'0" Headstone Marble NIL NIL INCISED E POSTS 2--- ....'--- " -_.~_._--- -"._-- --.---_._-- ._----~.._---- --~~--- ._._......._._---_ ....._.. - -------_._------

101 ---} 1880's 2 > 2 9'8" T2.p,::J=l.iec_El_StoQ.El.. Marble :3D, C l!,F PRESSED E LOWCONC.B 2_. - --- - .._."--"- ._..__._. ._ ..•_------ --_.._--------
101 4 1880's 1 2 o Nameplate Granite NIL NIL INCISED NIL LOWCONC.B 2

101 5 1880's 2 1 4' 11" Headstone Marble NIL NIL PRESSED E IRON BARlS 2

101 7 1880's 1 2 o Nameplate Marble NIL NIL RBJEF NIL LOWCONC.B 2

101 8 1900's 1 2 o Nameplate Marble NIL NIL RBJEF NIL LOWCONC.B 2

101 9 1880's 2 1 4'2" Headstone Marble R F PRESSED N IRONBARlS 2

101 10 indeterminable 1 2 o Nameplate Marble NIL NIL RBJEF NIL LOWCONC.B 2

101 11 1880's 2 1 4'2" Headstone Marble R F PRESSED NIL NIL 2

101 12 1880's 2 1 4' 1" Headstone Marble F C INCISED NIL NIL 2

101 13 1880's 1 2 o Nameplate Granite NIL NIL RBJEF NIL LOWCONC.B 2

101 14 1880's 1 2 o Nameplate Marble NIL NIL RBJEF NIL LOWCONC.B 2

101 15 1880's 1 2 o Nameplate Marble NIL NIL RBJEF NIL STONEPAVED 2

101 16 1920's 1 2 1 '8" Wall Plaque Marble NIL NIL PRESSED NIL GRAVEL WALL 2

101 20 1900's 1 2 o Nameplate Marble NIL NIL RBJEF NIL LOWCONC.B 2

101 21 1890's 1 2 o Nameplate Marble NIL NIL RBJEF NIL IRON FENCE 2

101 25 1910's 1 22'2" Plaque Marble F 0 PRESSED E GRAVEL WALL 2

101 28 1870's 2>2 7'5" Top-Piece Stone Marble 3D U PRESSED E IRON FENCE 2

103 9 1940's 1 2 3'6" Plaque Granite NIL NIL INCISED E IRON BARlS NOT APPLICABLE

103 09b 1950's 2 1 l' 10" Block Granite I R RBJEF NIL IRON BARlS NOT APPLICABLE

104 1 1880's 1 2 o Nameplate Granite NIL NIL RBJEF NIL STONEPAVED 2

104 2 1930's 1 2 1'11" Plaque Marble NIL NIL PRESSED NIL LOWCONC.B NOTAPPLICABLE

104 7 1920's 1 2 o Nameplate Granite NIL NIL RBJEF NIL GRAVEL WALL 3

106 2 1880's 4>2 7'9" Pedestal Tomb Marble 3D,C U,O PRESSED NIL LOWCONC.B 1

106 4 1890's 2 1 5'7" Headstone Marble R F PRESSED E STONEPAVED 1

106 5 1930's 1 2 2'1" Plaque Marble NIL NIL PRESSED NIL STONE PAVED NOTAPPLICABLE



SECllON PLOT DECADE FACES PIECES HEIGHT TYPE MATERIAL DESIGN APP'S DESIGN FORMS INSC.AP. INSC.FORM PLOTSURROUND PLOTCLASS

106 8 1880's 2 1 4'0" Headstone Marble C F INCISED E GRAVEL WALL 1
106 13 1880's 2 1 5'7" Headstone Marble R AVL INCISED E LOWCONC.B 1
106 14 1880's 2 1 4'4" Headstone Marble C,R F, AVL, 0 PRESSED NIL IRON FENCE 1

106 03i indeterminable 2 1 2'6" Block Granite NIL NIL INCISED N LOWCONC.B 1
106 03ii 1880's 2 > 2 6'6" Top-Piece Stone Marble R,C O,AVL INCISED E IRON FENCE 1

107 2 1880's 1 2 o Nameplate Granite NIL NIL RBJEF NIL GRAVEL WALL 1

107 3 1890's 2 1 5'4" Headstone Concrete NIL NIL INCISED NIL LOWCONC.B 1

107 65 1880's 2 1 4'4" Headstone Marble R F PRESSED E IRON FENCE 1

120 1 1910's 1 2 o Nameplate Marble NIL NIL RBJEF NIL LOWCONC.B 1

120 4 1890's 4 > 2 9'5" Pedestal Tomb Marble 3D,C 0 PRESSED NIL STONEWALL 1

120 10 1920's 1 2 o Nameplate Granite NIL NIL RBJEF NIL LOWCONC.B 1

120 11 1890's 2 > 2 7' 10" Top-Piece Stone Concrete 3D,C U,AVL INCISED NIL STONEWALL 1

120 12 1890's 1 2 o Nameplate Granite NIL NIL RElJEF NIL IRON FENCE 1
.~._--_._,.,---,._..._- - -_._-~----

120 13 1900's 2 1 6'5" Headstone Marble I F INCISED E IRONBARlS 1----
120 14 1920's 4 > 2 4'6" 3d Cross Marble 3D,C, I C,O,OPB PRESSED E IRONFENCE 1

120 16 1910's 1 2 l' 11" Wall Plaque Granite R AVL INCISED E GRAVEL WALL 1

120 20 1930's 1 2 2'9" Plaque Granite I aB INCISED NIL LOWCONC.B NOTAPPLICABLE

120 21 1910's 4>2 11 '0" Pedestal Tomb Marble 3D U INCISED SS IRONFENCE 1

120 22 1890's 1 2 o Nameplate Marble NIL NIL RBJEF NIL LOWCONC.B 1

120 23 1940's 1 2 3'0" Wall Plaque Granite NIL NIL INCISED E STONEWALL NOT APPLICABLE

120 26 1890's 1 2 o Nameplate Granite NIL NIL RBJEF NIL LOWCONC.B 1

120 28 indeterminable 1 2 1 '4" Plaque Granite I R INCISED SS STONE PAVED NOT APPLICABLE

123 12 1930's 1 2 3'2" Wall Plaque Granite R AVL RBJEF NIL GRAVEL WALL NOTAPPLICABLE

124 1 1900's 2 1 5'5" Headstone Marble R O,AVL PRESSED E LOWCONC.B 1

126 3 1880's 2 1 5'6" Headstone Granite R,I AVL, F INCISED E,N, STONEPAVED 1

126 4 1900's 4>2 3'10" Other Granite I F INCISED SS IRONBARlS 1

126 5 1900's 4>2 8'0" Pedestal Tomb Marble 3D,R 0 PRESSED E,N,SS IRON FENCE 1

126 9 1900's 1 2 o Nameplate Marble NIL NIL RBJEF NIL IRON FENCE 1

126 12 1940's 1 23'0" Plaque Marble F aB PRESSED NIL LOWCONC.B NOT APPLICABLE

126 13 1900's 1 2 o Nameplate Marble NIL NIL RBJEF NIL STONE PAVED 1

126 14 1900's 1 2 o Nameplate Marble NIL NIL RBJEF NIL LOWCONC.B 1

126 15 1900's 1 2 o Nameplate Marble NIL NIL RBJEF NIL LOWCONC.B 1



SECTlON PLOT DECADE FACES PIECES HEIGHT 1YPE MATERIAL DESIGN APP'S DESIGN FORMS INSC.AP. INSC.FORM PLOT SURROUND PLOT CLASS----_._.._---_._-~---_._-.-._..~- ---_._--"'--,---~_..

126 16 1900's 2 1 4'10" Headstone Marble R F PRESSED E LOWCONC.B 1
126 17 1900's 1 2 o Nameplate Marble NIL NIL RHJEF NIL STONE PAVED 1
126 20 1900's 1 2 o Nameplate Granite NIL NIL RHJEF NIL STONEWALL 1
126 21 indeterminable 1 22'2" Plaque Granite NIL NIL RHJEF NIL STONE PAVED 1
127 1 1900's 1 2 o Nameplate Granite NIL NIL RHJEF NIL STONE PAVED 1
127 2 1900's 1 2 o Nameplate Granite NIL NIL RHJEF NIL LOWCONC.B 1
127 3 1930's 1 2 1'4" Plaque Granite I R RHJEF NIL STONE PAVED NOTAPPLICABLE
127 5 1900's 1 2 o Nameplate Granite NIL NIL RHJEF NIL STONE PAVED 1
127 6 1900's 1 2 o Nameplate Marble NIL NIL RHJEF NIL LOWCONC.B 1
127 7 1920's 1 2 o Nameplate Marble NIL NIL RHJEF NIL STONE PAVED 1
127 8 1950's 2 1 2'8" Block Granite NIL NIL INCISED NIL NOTREC. NOTAPPLICABLE
127 11 1950's 2 1 2'8" Block Granite I F INCISED NIL LOWCONC.B NOTAPPLICABLE
127 13 1940's 2 1 2'0" Block Granite NIL NIL INCISED NIL STONE PAVED NOTAPPLICABLE
127 05a 1900's 1 2 o Nameplate Granite NIL NIL RHJEF NIL STONE PAVED 1
132 4 1950's 1 2 1'2.5" Plaque Marble F a:B PRESSED NIL LOWCONC.B NOTAPPLICABLE
132 5 1880's 1 2 2'8" Plaque Marble R,F AVL,O PRESSED NIL LOWCONC.B 2
132 6 1880's 2 1 5'5" Headstone Marble R F INCISED NIL IRON FENCE 2



APPENDIX 11



LIST OF DECORATIVE ELEMENTS

Angel
Arabesques
Collumn/s
Compass Rose
Cross - Celtic
Cross - Standard
Cross - Rounded Anchor
Cross - Maltese
Cross and Fern
Dove and Branch
Dove, Cloth and Lily
Fleur-De-Lis
Floral Bouquet
Floral Frieze
Floral Motif
Floral Scroll
Floral-Vine Scroll
Floral-Gourd Scroll
Flowers
Flowers-Bouquet
Flowers-Garland
Flower/s-Lily/s
Flower/s-Rose/s
Flower/s-Sun
Greek Motif
Hand and Broken Chain
Leaves
Leaves-Acanthus
Leaves-Stacked
Obelisk
Obelisk and Cloth
Open Book
Oval Sun
Pulpit Cloth
Ribbon
RopelRope Ends
Rosettes
Scroll
Shell and Wreath
Shield
Shield and Wreath and Vine
Timber
Urn
Urn and Cloth
Urn, Cloth and Lily
Urn, Cloth and Wreath
Vine
Vine and Lily
Winged Cherub
Wreath
Wreath and Ribbon




